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ookstore boss explains deficit
By DAVID HAMILTON
"I am not happy with the bookstore’s $89,900 loss
(or fiscal year 1984, but I am fairly satisfied with the
xplanation of why the deficit was incurred,” said
[iarold McAninch, CD president.
McAninch was referring to a report submitted Feb.
to college administrators by Ernest Gibson,
jirector of auxiliary enterprises.
IN HIS REPORT, Gibson reiterated his stand that
he bookstore’s financial operations plunged into the
red" because of “higher facility charges to pay for
jokstore construction; reduced enrollment; and the
lability to keep track of obsolete inventory.”
] Obsolete inventory — books no longer useful as
fexts — had to be sold to wholesalers at a substantial
pss because too much time had elapsed for the books
i be sold back.to the publishers for a full refund.
“Unfortunately, we did not thoroughly document
nth the titles and numbers of books which we decided
remove from inventory and sell to book
Wholesalers,” Gibson stated. “We had never done so
i he past, and we never had a problem. Furthermore,
l< did not have the volume of returns we experienced
i FY84.”
Gibson blamed the wholesalers for the “unusually
rge number” of edition changes that forced the book-

Owens: 'We have no
definite answers'
store to sell books.
“AN EDITION THAT once went unchanged for
five or six years is now replaced every two or three
years,” Gibson claimed. “This not only disrupts the
buying and selling of used books, but increases the *
profitability to publishers from the sale of new
books.”
Also in his report, Gibson explained why the college
deals with book wholesalers rather than with
publishers.
“Sometime after a new edition is published,
wholesalers begin to accumulate used books. The
wholesalers then sell them to colleges that wish to
make used books available to their students,” Gibson
said. "CD’s policy is to carry about 20 percent used
books for each title, yet our risk is that the publisher
will then announce a newer edition to the same book
and will not give us credit for the used books we
bought.”
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Older students boost
declining enrollment

COURIER photo by Pat Timmers

F|-AGS RECENTLY RIPPED off by thieves in SRC courtyard are replaced
pV maintenance crew members Joel Javier (left) and Mike Brown, who
pad/es ladder tor Fernando Hernandez. Public safety has no clues on
pfazen pilferage.

By APRIL GRONOWSKI
Older students and part-timers may
be just the right antidote for the ailing
traditional enrollment at many colleges,
and a national commission has
proposed U.S. funds for adults as a
remedy.
Increases in educational opportuni¬
ties, institutional grants, financial aid
and informational services for adults
were among the proposals included in a
December report issued by a 40-member
Commission on Higher Education and
the Adult Learner sponsored by the
American Council on Education and the
Council for the Advancement of
Experiential Learning.
Calling on educators to “focus
national attention on adult learning as
a major resource in solving the nation’s
economic and social dilemmas,” the
report states that “the ongoing pursuit
of learning by adults is no longer a
luxury, but a necessity,” according to a
recent article of the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
MORRIS L. KEETON, chairman of
the commission and president of the
Council for the Advancement of
Experiential Learning, was cited as
saying the recent increase in non-traditional enrollment at many institutions
had prompted some new efforts by
colleges to better serve adults.
“We hope educators are realizing
that the work force needs to be
re-educated periodically and are not
merely adjusting to economic and
enrollment needs,” Keeton opined.
Part-time and non-traditional stu¬
dents will make up the fastest-growing
segment of the undergraduate popula¬
tion in the next 10 years, and Scott E.
Miller, a senior research associate for
American Council of Education, said
that these students, including women
25 and over, single parents and
unemployed workers, were largely
neglected by existing federal aid
programs, according to the Chronicle.
Nationally, the number of part-timers
grew more than 52 percent between

1973 and 1983. In the same period,
full-time students increased by only 17
percent, the National Center for
Education statistics reported in the
Chronicle, and part-timers accounted
for 42 percent of the total student
enrollment.
Over the past five years, local
four-year colleges have looked to
College of DuPage as a resource for
information on adult education because
of its 18-year history as a community
college, college officials note.
“THE FOUR-YEAR colleges are the
ones who really need to recruit because
high school graduates are dropping off
drastically now. They've seen what CD
has done and how successful we’ve been
with adult students,” said James
Williams, director of admissions.
“We are here to serve the community
and that means everyone age 18 on
up,” Williams continued, “and we've
been doing this all along. We keep
adding things and doing more to
communicate with our public.”
Seventy-seven percent of CD's cur¬
rent enrollment is over age 21, and its
relatively low enrollment drops over the
last few years (between one and three
percent) may be due in part to CD’s
emphasis on reaching the community
and its accommodation of adult learners
through services and programs, college
administrators suggested.
Services of interest to adults include
advising and counseling at five
off-campus locations, career planning
and college level examination programs
and the Career Planning and Placement
office that helps find part- or full-time
employment for students and gradu¬
ates. Financial aid assistance and
child-care facilities are also available.
IN ADDITION, CD committees and
staff interact to bolster enrollment. A
marketing committee deals with finding
the best ways to serve the community
and publicize CD’s programs, facilities
and activities, Williams stated.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING...
ADN program
Applicants for the associate degree
nursing program to begin in fall, 1985,
are now being processed.
Members of the 1984 graduating
class had a 94.4 percent pass rate on
their state board exams with a mean
score of 2064.4, compared with the
national ADN 90 percent pass rate with
a mean score of 1988.7.
The graduates are working in home
health care, nursing homes and offices.
Further information about the pro¬
gram leading to licensure as a
registered nurse is available at
858-2800, ext. 2158.

Cadets needed
The St. Charles Police Department
cadet program is accepting applicants
until Feb. 28.
To be considered, individuals must be
aged 16 to 19, be in good physical
condition, have “high moral character”
and be currently enrolled in school with
a 2.0 GPA.
Further information is available at
377-4435.

Data processing seminar
A program on data processing titled
“An Overview of Structured Tech¬
niques” has been scheduled by CD’s
Business and Professional Institute
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, Feb.
23, in SRC 1030.
The fee is $95.
The seminar for programmers, anal¬
ysts, data processing managers and
end-user personnel will be led by
Robert Everett, project manager of
manufacturing systems in a Chicagobased Fortune 500 company, and Sheila

Smith, project manager in a consulting
and software development firm that
specializes in data based-related pro¬
ducts.

Management development
A management development certifi¬
cate program for persons in the work
world who are seeking increased
opportunity for career advancement
and job satisfaction will be offered by
the college beginning Feb. 25.
Six-five week, three-hour courses are
involved, each costing $125, including
the text.
Scheduled are Writing For Manager¬
ial Success (code 2910-473-51), Mon¬
days, Feb. 25 to March 25, 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. in K127; and Computer Basics for
Managers (code 2125-001-51), Wednes¬
days, Feb. 27 to March 27, 6:30 to 9:30
p.m., K127.
Also, Leadership Skills for Executives
(code 2910-106-62), Wednesdays, Feb.
27 to March 27, 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
K131; Manager’s Guide to Human
Behavior (code 2908-304-51), Saturdays,
March 2 to 30, 9 a.m. to noon, in IC
2009; Memory Skills for Managers
(code 2910-627-51), Saturdays, March 2
to 30, 9 a.m. to noon, IC 2007; and
First Line Management (code 2910-10552), Tuesdays, March 5 to April 2, 6:30
to 9:30 p.m., K163.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2180.

Darling, Gulezian perform
David Darling, -the former featured
cellist with the Paul Winter Consort,
and Michael Gulezian, acoustic folk
guitarist, will appear in concert at 8
p.m. Friday, March 1, in the
Performing Arts Center of Building M.

Tickets cost $5 and are available at
the student activities box office.

Returning to school
“Women Returning to School —
What It's Like,” will be discussed by
Claudia Voisard, coordinator of the
college’s Focus on Women program, an
instructor, a counselor and a re-entry
student at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 26, in
Room 102 of the Davea Center, 301 N.
Swift Road, as part of the program’s
New Life Information Series.

Champs meet
The SCOTI high school forensics
tournament of champions will be held
here today and Saturday, Feb. 23
throughout the Instructional Center.
About 100 high school forensics
coaches and 500 students from schools
statewide will take part in the session.
The students were first-place winners
last year in such categories as humor,
duet acting, prose reading, dramatic
interpretation and original comedy.

Speech team places
first in tournament

CD’s forensics team took first place in the junior college division of the
Illinois state speech tournament Feb 9, earning twice as many points as the
runner-up school.
DuPage captured fourth in the state among all colleges and universities.
Two reader’s theaters — “Suffer the Little Children,” compiled and directed
by Jodie Briggs and Joyce Holte; and “Going Around in Academic Circles,”
directed by Nick Kurasz, finished second in the JC and open categories.
Individuals placing were Lisa Burnell, sixth in JC oral interpretation; Greg
Finlayson, third in JC duet interpretation; Dave Ruzevich, third in JC duet
acting and JC poetry and fourth in JC dramatic interpretation; Earl Fox, sixth
in open dramatic interpretation and fourth in JC prose; and Mary Kay
Keating, fifth in open duet interpretation and first in JC dramatic
interpretation.
Also, Jacquie Reaves, fifth in open duet interpretation, first in JC poetry,
fourth in JC after-dinner speaking, second in oral interpretation and fifth in
sweepstakes; Greg Kopp and John Wehr, fourth in JC duet interpretation;
Joyce Reid, first in JC prose, oral interpretation and duet interpretation; and
Kathy Kasdorf, first in open communication analysis and fourth in JC poetry.
“The most significant single achievement was made by Kasdorf’s winning the
oratory event,” said James Collie, director of forensics.
“By doing so, she qualified for the prestigious interstate oratorical contest to
be held at Bradley University in May. She will not only be representing CD but
the state of Illinois as well.”
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REVIEW

ANNOUNCES

IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
To any,and all aspiring artists, writers,
and photographers.
Now is your chance to be noticed!
THE PRAIRIE LIGHT REVIEW
The Humanities Magazine of the College of Du Page
is looking for your best work!
We welcome submissions in
Poetry
Essays
Short Story
Short Drama
Humor
Articles
Black 6 White Artwork
Black & White Photography
Submissions for the Spring edition will be
eligible for our annual contest.

All

First prize in each category:
personal AM/FM cassette stereo.
Second prize:
gold. Cross pen £ pencil set.
Third prize.
silver, Cross pen S pencil set.
honorable mentions will receive a book.
Deadline for submission:
March 15, 1985.
For more information:
Prairie Light Review Office SRC 1017,
Humanities Office IC 3098j
or call 858-2800 ext. 2733 or 2047.

Beginning fall trimester, 1984
• Offers a balance between theoretical and applied courses

• Prepares persons as information analysts, programmers, and systems
and software designers for business, industry, government and
research/technical organizations.
• Affordable cost with financial assistance available.

Call or write for information and application

1969
THE

Office of Admissions
Attn.: CPSC
Governors State University
University Park, IL 60466-3190
(312) 534-5000, ext. 2518
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Booze comes in first
Two Michigan State researchers
found that more than 80 percent of
2,048 NCAA athletes polled had used
alcohol in the previous 12 months.
Results were the same for non-athletes.
Marijuana came in second with 27
percent while 16 percent had used
anti-inflammatory drugs.

Students disrupt CIA

By NANCY LLOYD

Waitress turns cop
Chris Dollar, a Marquette University of
Milwaukee liberal arts senior, hung his
coat and crutches on a hook at a small
cafe, Real Chili. The next thing he
knew, a high school age youth grabbed
his coat and ran toward the door.
Mary Siewart, a Milwaukee Area
Technical College student and waitress
lunged out and grabbed the teenage
criminal as he passed the coat to one of
his friends. Falling to the ground,
Siewart hung on while the youth
struggled until another youth kicked
her in the face. Fortunately, she
sustained only a black eye and
abrasions.
As the scene moved outside, the
number of juveniles involved grew from
five or six to 15 or 16.
The police reviewing the report
suspect the incident was gang-related.

Pound for pound
A London schoolgirl was awarded
$13,000 because she gained weight. The
unnamed girl had fallen and broken her
leg in a school gym accident. During

her recovery she gained 70 pounds.
When distributed, the $13,000 settle¬
ment comes to nearly $168 per pound.

Libraries in debt
University libraries face major money
problems, stated the National Center
for Education Statistics. Library costs
have mushroomed 30.4 percent during
1978-79 and 1981-83. During that same
time, federal funding has dropped 23.3
percent from $25 million to $19 million.

The road to Rhodes
Mark Kasevich, a Dartmouth senior
has received the nation’s most prestigi¬
ous undergraduate' award — the
Rhodes Scholarship. Kasevich, one of
32 recipients, earned the scholarship for
his work in physics and his achieve¬
ments on the Dartmouth swim team.
The full two-year scholarship at
Oxford University was founded by Cecil
Rhodes, a British developer, to give
outstanding American students the
opportunity to study at the famous
English university.

Brown University threatened 68
students with suspension after they
interrupted a CIA recruitment pro¬
gram.
Fifteen minutes into the program, a
whistle blew and half the assembly
stood up and declared a symbolic
“citizen’s arrest.” As a student read a
list of charges against the agency, the
recruiters left the room.
The students face possible dismissal.

fOORTGRl
m
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Rebel papers
A term paper submitted by Milan
Nikolic, a student at Brandeis Univer¬
sity in Yugoslavia based on intellectuals
currently on a hunger strike protesting
his lack of legal rights, is involved in a
case where the paper on English
literature is being cited as evidence that
Nikolic intends to overthrow the
Yugoslav constitution.

A lot of pulp
The University of Texas is searching
for fake graduates thanks to Dennis
Gunter’s paper mill. Producing more
than toilet tissue and napkins, Gunter
also produced 2,500 bogus diplomas
which he sold nationwide.
When the FBI shut down the
operation in June, 1984, they forwarded
a list of phony diploma holders to the
University of Texas. Albert Meerzo
says that the process will take some
time since the FBI sent only names not
addresses.

If you think
you’re paying
more than you
need to for car
insurance...
QfiZClk u/tfJi

State f-a/vhi
Paul E. Schuwerk
1329N. Main
Wheaton, III. 60187
State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Company

665-31 35

Home Office
Bloomington Illinois

&

Student Activities Program Board Presents...

MUSICAL WORKSHOP
-

-

««

-

“
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Join cellist David Darling
for an evening of self-expression
Feb. 28, 7:30p.m.
SRC multipurpose rm. 1024A
Bring your own instruments!

IN CONCERT
£ ******^***** J

*
j
*
j
J

CeHist David Darling
Folk guitarist Michael Gulezin
Performing Arts Center
(Building M)
sponsored in part
March 1,8 p.m. by the Illinois
$6 at the door ARTS council

SEE THE MADCAPPED MASTER
OF MANIPULA TION

MIKE VONDRUSKA /“»■
Breeze thru an afternoon of
juggling, unicycling, fire-eating
rola-bola, balance &
March 3 SRC rm. 1024
tickets available at the
FREE VIDEO
Feb.
25, 27 & March 1
box office, SRC 1st floor
ROCKWORLD &
tickets: $4 adults
=STIPES=
.50- kids
10-2 p.m.
Seating is limited.

Student Lounge
Popcorn on sale Wednesdays!

-a
THURSDAYS ALIVE
This week's live entertainment
features: Caricature artists —
John Murawski & Chris
Glenney, Feb. 28,11:301 p.m. SRC rm. 1024
Caricatures cost$l each
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Low attendance
plagues job fair
By LOUANNE FRIES
Low attendance by students and
employers at the summer job fair can
possibly be explained by the sub-zero
temperatures that swept through the
Chicago area Feb. 7, according to Herb
Rinehart, director of the career
planning and placement center.
Whatever the reason for the low
response, Rinehart expressed some
frustration.
“IT WOULD be less them honest for
me to say I wasn't a
shade
disappointed about the turnout,”
Rinehart said. "However, I’m not in the
least bit discouraged. I’m not one to
give up, and I do plan to do it again
next year.”
A show of more than 100 employers
and 400 students had been expected by
Rinehart, yet only about 50 percent of
each group actually attended.
“I’m not sure yet of a way to change
it to make it more of a success,” he
continued. "Perhaps we can move the
fair to the SRC, and hold it during
afternoon hours. However, I do think
this year’s fair went over as well as can
be expected for the first time around.”

C/ass to excavate farm
By JUDY BLUDER
An opportunity to excavate the 19th-century Kline farm in the
unincorporated DuPage area will be given to CD students enrolled in the
Anthropology 145 course during spring quarter.

The job fair did prove to be
somewhat of a success because some
studenWwere hired by the day’s end,
and local employers were introduced to
several possible future employee pros¬
pects — all at no cost, Rinehart noted.
“A FEW employers did call me after
the fair to say they had already hired
several students,” Rinehart explained.
“That made the employers happy, the
students happy, and me happy knowing
our program made that possible.”
College Craft’s regional manager
Lenny Light found the response of CD
students to be “very positive and
encouraging.”

The project, said Brian Bardy, instructor for the course, “is going to be a
full-blown restoration program designed to re-create, architecturally, anything
that has been tom down.”
Determining the location and structure of the main house’s kitchen wing and
the original foundations of the 1837 log cabin built on the farm land are two
goals for the class, according to Bardy.
The instructor said that unearthing various artifacts from the original cabin
is possible.
Excavating the 200-acre farm, built in 1890 and owned by the DuPage
County Forest Preserve District, was the idea of Nanci Petritis, an avocational
archeologist.
“Petritis spearheaded the project and got it going,” claimed Stafford
Corssland, curator of the Kline farm.
Petritis is interested in becoming an amateur archeologist and is required to
work on the project with Bardy and Charles Ellenbaum, an anthropology
instructor at CD, in order to attain her certification in archeology.
Bardy noted that a re-creation of 19th-century farm life may be possible after
the project is completed.

“We met with several qualified
students,” he noted, “and had a great
time doing so.”
Businesses such as United Postal
Service and Purolator Courier are
already scheduled to be back on campus
to talk with students in the near future.
“We will also be placing further
summer job listings in the Job
Opportunity Bulletin to aid our
students,” Rinehart said. “Students are
encouraged to check current listings in
the bulletin as well as those on display
outside the CPP office in the SRC.”

He holds a background in studying pre-historic American Indians and has
done field work with Ellenbaum on the Hopewell Indian burial mound.
Since the instructor is accustomed to researching the American Indians, the
Kline project is a new experience for him.
“This will be my first time excavating on a historic site,” revealed Bardy.
According to Crossland, “Ellenbaum has more experience than anyone and
will deal with the most technical archeological problems.”
“The final outcome of the project,” stressed Bardy,” “is, hopefully, to attain
our main goal of discovering the architectural structure of the kitchen wing.”

presents

SPRING BREAK -DAYTONA BEACH
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!
★

*

★

★

Best Hotel Guaranteed

Best Location
in Daytona

Crawling Distance Top of the Line
from Everything
Luxury Coaches

You know where you will
be staying on this trip
(with other trips??)

Don ! lei a poor location ruin
your trip -(the Daytona
strip is 23 miles long!)

The lop bars, restaurants.
expos and free concerts
(not a taxi ride away,
like other trips)

---—:---.

For the most comfortable
The hottest, biggest parties
party trip to Florida.
In Daytona Beach!
-3-—— -— -

.-■,-

Every Spring Break, This Is Daytona’s Biggest Trip!
Driving Package
Without Transportation
Quad Occupancy

Full Package
With Transportation
Six Per Room

Full Package
With Transportation
Quad Occupancy

To Sign Up Stop At
Carlos Murphy’s
1461 Butterfield Road
Downers Grove
Talk to Suzanne 11
Or For More Info
Call 462-2883

★

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day

You might find a cheaper trip.
but why risk your Spring Break cash
on a cheap imitation!!
YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

>M9
>*175
>*189

• Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury
highway coaches to Daytona Beach. Florida leaving
Friday, March 22, 1985. Unlike others, we use the
newest style buses available.
• Seven nights accommodations at the exciting and well
known Plaza Hotel, located at 600 North Atlantic
Avenue (next door to the Whitehall Inn) or the Carnival
Inn, located at 930 North Atlantic Avenue (only 3
blocks away) in Daytona Beach. These are deluxe
oceanfront hotels located right in the middle of the
strip. The hotels have a great pool and party deck, a
bar, coffee shop, gift shop, air conditioning, and color
TV.

Ft Lauderdale packages also available SI 99.00

• Pool deck parties everyday, plus contests and activi¬
ties. all to meet people and have a great time.

March 22 - 31,1985

• Optional excursions available to Disney World, Epcot,
Hawaiian luau's. party boats, and other attractions.
• An entire list of bar and restaurant discounts for you
„to use every day to save money at places you would
'go anyway
• The services of full time travel representatives avail¬
able daily to throw parties and take good care of you.
• All taxes and gratuities.

It doesn't take a
genius to know

Arrangements by

ECHO TRAVEL. INC.
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get results.
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WANTED
Do you know what’s happening in your town?
Keep informed and make it profitable. Join the
No. 1 community college news team.

Sports Reporters &
Photographers
Cover ail the BiG games. . . .see the news
as it happens. . . make a difference in the
ortd you live in!

If you have basic writing and Wg^WtmWrsW^^ff^maf^e jlsilhe
person we're looking for. The COURIER is searching for students wi'h that
special commitment to excellence to fill positions of responsibility and im¬
portance within our organization. Call 858-2800, extension 2113. . . and
get involved!

We offer one of the most liberal commission programs of any business
in existence. Can you sell? Call 858-2800, extens on 2379 and ask for Dave
Hamilton, Business Manager. Your only limit to earning big dollars is a small
attitude.
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Bookstore...
book titles, and so on. Gibson will be supervising all of
this.”

continued from page 1
While Gibson stated during fall quarter that most
of the losses were due to the obsolete inventory, the
administration admits that it has no way of
determining which of the three reasons is most
responsible for the $69,900 deficit.
“WE TRIED TO make that determination,” said
Howard Owens, director and controller of financial
affairs. "But we came up with a result that doesn’t
yield a definite absolute answer.”
Owens also mentioned that the bookstore has never
experienced a loss in previous years. Furthermore, he
added, throughout the 16 years the bookstore has
been in operation, the fiscal years of 1981, 1982 and
1983 — all high profit years — when added to the loss
of 1984, yield a greater profit than the preceding 12
years.
Administrators have stated also that any future
obsolete inventories that accumulate will be
“thoroughly documented” on “obsolete inventory
forms” kept by Gibson and John VanLaere, bookstore
manager.
“Gibson and VanLaere will be responsible for
keeping a record of the inventory write-offs, books
which have declined in value,” stated Ken Kolbet, vice
president of administrative affairs. “They will keep
very detailed records of original costs, salvage rates.

By JOHN HOFFMAN
As co-captain and forward of the
basketball team, Tami Stein, Febru¬
ary’s “Chaparral of the Month,”
doesn’t have much time for other
activates. Of course, helping the team
reverse last year’s 8-20 record to 14-9
this season is work enough for her.
However, Stein also attends many
CD sporting events, volunteers at her
church, and is starting a modeling
career.
Stein, 19, is studying office careers as
she prepares for her last quarter at the
college. Her cumulative grade point
hovers around 3.5. (Her only “C” was
in speed typing, a class, she said, most
people falsely assume is a “Mickey
Mouse” course.)
Stein has played for the basketball
team since she entered CD two years
ago.
“I saw the new gym facilities in the
summer of ’83,” she exclaimed, “and I
said, ‘I have to go out for the
basketball team!’ ”
Stein won an honorable mention
award during conference last year.
. Ten years from now, Stein would like
to see her modeling and office careers
well established.
“I'd like to be administrative
secretary to a big boss in a large
company,” she said.
Happiness, for Stein, is “when you
get what you go after. I can get
depressed easily when I don’t achieve
goals I set for myself.”
Honesty also tops her list of
important qualities.
Stein grew up in central Wisconsin.
She lived with her grandmother for part
of senior year when her parents moved
to Glen Ellyn. She edited the school
yearbook, served as president of the
band, won the Best Instrumentalist
award and participated in the pep club
and the track team.
After joining her parents here, Stein
took a course at a modeling school,
where she was named “outstanding
modeling student.” Although she has
been in three fashion shows and one
hair show (“They chopped off all my
hair!”), modeling agencies told Stein,
who measures six feet, that she is too
tall Her instructor, who is two inches
taller, has encouraged Stein to keep
trying.
Her mother serves the sick and needy
in their parish, and Stein said she likes
to help her. In addition, she plays her
flute at masses with her sisters, who
sing and play guitar.
To all her accomplishments and
successes, Stein may rightfully add the
title “Chaparral of the Month.”

future,” Rice stated.

When Gibson mentioned that the enrollment drop
during 1984’s winter and spring quarters had a
“negative impact on the revenue and profit potential
of the store,” he hinted about the difficulties
administrators had in predicting enrollments.
NO ONE PREDICTED the enrollment drop before
then, Gibson maintained.
“I think, for the most part, enrollment predictions
are fairly accurate,” McAninch stated. “However,
there are enough environmental factors that occur
which affect these predictions, making them not as
effective as we would like them to be.”
One of the environmental factors McAninch alluded
to was the economic recovery that occurred during the
winter and spring of 1984. McAninch and other
administrators agreed that college enrollments drop
when people feel they can leave school and go back to
work.
CD will be updating its system of informing
administrators about enrollment predictions from now
on, said Gary Rice, director of research and planning.
“Because we needed improvement in predicting
enrollment under our old system, we are now in the
process of improving our management retrieval
capability which will provide more accurate,
descriptive data and predictive capability in the

ACCURATE PREDICTIONS WILL be made
available from one source only rather than from
several independent sources which offered slightly
different predictions and which were the methods of
predicting enrollments at CD before now, Rice said.
Making predictions from different sources was how
VanLaere made book-ordering decisions based on
separate data during the winter of FY84.
“I take past enrollment figures, projected
enrollment and historic post-registration drops for
each course and new edition notices, then I
my
decision,” VanLaere said.
Explaining facilities charges, Gibson noted the
bookstore intake from the last four fiscal years.
Recorded sales were $8,951,743, but the net return
after all salaries, expenses and facilities charges by the
college was $439,720, about five percent of sales.
THE BOOKSTORE’S RENT was $334,000 during
the same period, according to Gibson.
As for when the bookstore’s construction costs will
be paid off, administrators have set no definite date,
but estimates range between eight and 10 years.
No administrators can predict if the bookstore this
year will turn a profit similar to FY 83, and many
faculty members and students are concerned about the
possibility of higher prices next year to make up for
the losses.
“No, there should not be higher prices at all,”
McAninch stated, “And we are not recommending to
the board of trustees any changes for mark-up on
textbooks.”
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A fair slice of the pie
William Bennett, the new secretary of education, set more than just a
few educators’ tails on fire recently at a Washington press conference by
commenting about the new budget cuts.
Bennett proposed tjiat some students who are now receiving aid may
have to “consider divestitures of sorts — like a stereo divestiture, an
automobile divestiture or a three-weeks-at-the-beach divestiture.”
Immediately, the flame shot back, aimed and propelled by student
groups and other education representatives who claimed that Bennett’s
remark was not applicable to all students. Furthermore, they asked him to
apologize for the comment, calling it an insult to parents and students.
What exactly did Bennett mean? Was he implying that students in the
good ol’ U.S.A. and their parents were swindling the government?
Heavens to Betsy!
While the fact remains that many parents and college students do
mislead the government into giving them aid for which they shouldn’t
qualify, many others will be truly hurt by the cuts — not to mention the
comment. These people are the ones who need the aid to meet skyrocketing
college costs, and more often them not, the very seune people who attend or
send their children to state schools. They aren’t asking for hemdouts, only
a hemd in meeting the skyrocketing costs of college.
Under the new rules of the Reagem budget, no student will receive more
than $4,000 per year in financial aid, including Pell grants, loans and
work-study programs.

"vtivawm cissk

The Cronenberg

Aw, gee — that’s too bad. That means the federal government won’t
subsidize an education at Yale anymore. Furthermore, those who want to
attend such expensive, private schools might just have to work to raise
funds — an ugly task that mummy and daddy used to perform, along;
with securing those low-interest loans which paid for that nice car or was
settled down at the high-brow bank to earn interest — usually at
substantially higher rates than the government charged.
The new cuts and reforms certainly aren’t utopian, but they do represent
an effort by the president to bring about changes for the better in the
oft-abused educational system.
Assume you were an honor student from a low-income
family. , . wouldn’t you rather have some financial aid under the new
laws than none at all because some spoiled rich brat with a below-average
GPA had qualified for the last available funds simply because his parents
knew how to get around the system.
Yeah. That’s what we thought. Isn’t excellence in education better than
extravagance?

floRaLiTY QUiZ
ONe of rnese \% usep
BY Vicious TeRRoRiSTS
viho Have ho ReGaRP

FoR HUMaNiTY To
BLOW UP PoLiTiCaL

TaRGeTS.

Representatives from the Islamic Unity
of Afghanistan touring the U.S. with a
delegation of resistance fighters and
experts recently indicated that the
5-year-old Soviet-insighted war in Afghan¬
istan could be won in a scant 6 to 8
months if the Mujahadeen forces could
count on appropriate support in the form
of weaponry from the free world.
In an appeal to freedom-loving,
liberty-rhetoric responsive Americans on
college campuses, including the Univer¬
sity of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign, the
five-man delegation likened its cause to
that of the preservation of freedom in the
world, noting that unchecked Soviet
aggression in Afghanistan would lead to
further world problems.
American-educated Dr. Zabiullah Mojadedi — the leader of the delegation that
also included two resistance commanders
indicated that the Soviets, in moving on
Afghanistan, are taking the first step to
fulfilling long-range ambitions not limited
to Afghanistan, noting the traditional
interest of the Soviets in control over the
Indian Ocean as well as an eye. the Soviets
have long cast on the oil-rich Persian Gulf.

THe oTHeR iS useP BY
60p-FeaRiNG CiTiZeHS
To PeMoNSTRaTe
TrieiR BeueF iN THe
SaNCTiTY oF LiFe
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BV BLOWiNG UP
aBoRTiON CLiMiCS.
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WfflCHiS WHiCH?

SAID MOJADEDI: “People bel
that the resistance in Afghanis;®!
doing its job against a savage
barbaric aggression on the part of
Soviets which is in fact not limita
Afghanistan. The failure of our initial
of the resistance, would have a g
impact on peace or freedom in the reg
indeed in the entire world.”
Despite the piecemeal nature of
weaponry used by the Afghan free
fighters, and the superior and seemii
never-ending supplies of manpower
machinery of the Soviets, Moja
indicated — with considerable pride
emphasis — that the Mujahadeen
been able to hold their own for five y
and would continue to do so in the fu
until the Soviets left their land.
“We are confident that the So
Union, once convinced that the amb
it holds for Afghanistan is not
fulfilled, will pull out; that the costs o
initiative will surpass the gains.”
THE RESISTANCE fighters' i
hope in the fight against the Si
helicopter-gunships, which have led to
destruction of much property and
death of one-and-a-half million, lies in
breaking of the Soviet supply lines,
move in two main modes;
• Over winding roads, 90 percen
which are in mountainous reg
that are easily defendable given
proper weapons..
' • Through airlifts, easily stopped
a day-and-night artillery barrage
If these two major modes of tran
can be broken up — which they can w
little strategy and much ammunition
Soviets can be starved out of Afgl
stan, as the Islamic Unity notes.

I

The CO U ft I Eft welcomes an letters to the editor. Letters are to he typed,
double-spaced, and should not exceed 200 words. Letters will be edited
only for grammar and style, but The COURIER reserves the right to edit for
libel and length.
All letters must be signed, although’the author may have his/her name
withheld upon request.
All correspondence should be dropped off in SRC 1022 during normal
business hours.
The COURIER is a member of the Community College Journalism Association, the Associated Collegiate Press and the Illinois Community College
Association.
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ROMANTIC INTERLUDES AND uninhibited lip-sync performances
characterized Feb. 15 Valentine’s Dance in Building K. ABOVE LEFT:
Susie Rot and John Kleczynski share intimate moment amid crowd of

photo by John Churmott

700 party-goers. ABOVE RIGFIT: Laurie Larker and Ralph Porter cut up on
dance floor.

Bop cures 4blahs9
By RICK GALFANO
Students looking to end the blahs of winter were treated Friday night to CD’s
Valentine’s dance at the campus center in Building K.
Hearts and cupids decorated the walls of the cafeteria as students danced for the
first hour before the lip-sync contest started.
The lip-syncs, as pathetic as some were, at least made one grin seeing bad
imitations of REO Speedwagon, Madonna and the Blues Brothers.
THE ACT THAT stole the show, however, was Queen performed by Gary
Graham.
With his face painted, a large cape across his shoulders and one of the muppet
on his hand, he lip-synced to “We will Rock You/We Are The Champions.”
While Graham is not a student at CD he use to lip-sync and play air guitar in
the cafeteria during lunch. He did this until public safety made him leave.
AFTER THE LIP-SYNC contest was finished the Kaotics took the stage and
opened their set with a rowdy version of “King Of The Road.” While their sound
was good and had students dancing, vocals were far from clear.
Deejays’ Mick Kayler and Jim Turano did an excellent job of spinning the
records and keepings noise level high.
While last year’s dance did very little to attract and excite people, 1985’s version
had students buying tickets until 11 p.m.
“I like the dance” stated CD student Carl Sandquist “last year’s stunk.”
ONE MAIN REASON for the bigger turnout compared to ’84s could be that
three organizations, student activities, student government, and pom-pons, set up
the event.
“The three groups work well together,” stated Mark Geller assistant director of
SA.

CATHERINE BARTRAM, AS Ma¬
donna, turned in teasing rendition of
"Likea Virgin."

This was the first time the ensemble participated for a student event and
student president Ron Strum claimed “the success of this depends on the three
groups.”
No worry Ron. With the estimated ticket count of 700 it would be foolish not to
have more of these dances for the students.

MELISSA BALDWIN, WITH reveal¬
ing impression of Tina Marie, wowed
male members of audience.

SPLICE
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VfecoeR’s gcride to gala*?/
By MIKE MCCORKLE
Tuning in to “Doctor Who” for the
first time can be a confusing,
frustrating experience. But, with some
background information, the program
can be easily followed, and even
habit-forming.
The Doctor himself is a renegade
timelord from the planet Gallifrey. The
Gallifreyans are an extremely intelli¬
gent and very civilized race who
unlocked the secret to time-travel. They

limited their power to that of
observation. They cannot directly
influence or alter history.
The Doctor, himself fed up with the
role of observer, and went off on his
own to represent the forces of good
throughout the universe. He meddles
with history, to change it for the better.
TO TRAVEL through time and
space, the Doctor stole a TARDIS from
Gallifrey. TARDIS is actually an
acronym for “Time and Relative
Dimensions in Space.” Although the
vessels can be of any shape and size
under normal circumstances, the Doc¬
tor’s TARDIS is permanently stuck in
the form of a London police call box.
A unique ability of the Gallifreyans is
that of regeneration. To prevent
premature death, they can regenerate
as many as 12 times in one lifetime. The
doctor has regenerated five times, thus
explaining the different actors playing
the character in the series. William
Hartnell, Patrick Troughton, Jon
Pertwee, Tom Baker, Peter Davison
and Colin Baker have all portrayed the Doctor over the 22-year span of the
show.
The main adversary to the Doctor is
the Master. He is another renegade

Cartoon Trivia

Actor lends touch
of professionalism
By RICK GALFANO
Actor Michael Sassone strolled onto
the “Our Town” set and greeted fellow
thespians who were waiting for
rehearsal to begin in the performing
arts center at CD.
“Where’s the coffee machine,” Sas¬
sone wearily asked. Another actor
pointed him to a machine down the hall
and after five minutes, the Chicago
native came back from his unsuccessful
search for java.
Sassone is the stage manager/narra¬
tor in the play “Our Town” which will
be performed in Building M Feb. 22 and

timelord, only he represents the forces
of evil. His favorite method of dealing
with people (or monsters) is to shoot
them with a gun which compresses the
victims’ atoms, leaving doll-sized
corpses. The rivals have met on several
occasions, but neither is powerful
enough to destroy the other.
THE DOCTOR has had 29 compan¬
ions over the years, ranging from an
electronic dog to an English Brigadier
General. Of the 29, 17 have been female,
11 male and one metal. Not all are
3=
By JULIE BRIDGE
lovable, but they are interesting.
J— January must have lasted too long
A multitude of monsters have been in -j—for everyone. With winter stretching on
the program, most notably the Daleks. J—indefinitely and spring teasing everyone
These terrifying creatures look like —into false hope, students have decided
robots, but are actually mutated ~j~to celebrate summer anyway.
life-forms inside a shell. They have __ If one judges from the appearance of
enormously destructive weapons, which
-CD students, it looks like many people
they use quite often.
-t—have packed away those dreary winter
Daleks have no concept of love, pity, i—clothes, forsaken the bundled look, and
fear or compassion. They are self-con¬ ~i—pulled springtime out of their closets.
tained machines of destruction.
-i— Ankle-length jeans, short-sleeve and
Hopefully, “Doctor Who” can now be -i—sleeveless t-shirts, bare midriffs, and
a pleasurable experience, rather than a ~i—ever so bright color schemes have been
frustrating one. Anybody that wants to ~l a common sight in the cafeteria and
start keeping track of the Doctor’s ~1 SRC lounge. The summer movies and
adventures can do so by tuning in to l the Daytona beach countdown have
WTTW, Channel 11, Sunday nights at -I—everyone itching for temperatures that
11:00.
-I—may still be months away.
- Tacky beads, like the ones that little
-girls buy from the dime store, have
- become the ultimate accessory to any
;style combo. The beauty of these
1. What was the name of Tom Slick’s
; baubles is that no one can tell the
car?
Z difference between $80 plastic from
2. Why did Marvin Martian of the
I Fields and 80c plastic from Walgreens.
Bugs Bunny/Daffy Duck cartoon
Z
Increasingly, ski enthusiasts display
“Duck Dodgers in the 24th and Vt
Z their avocation by wearing ski pants as
Century" want to blow up the
- part of their normal attire. Occasionally
planet Earth?
-a real hot dog can be spotted with
3. What was the name of Popeye’s
-goggles hanging around his neck.
arch rival for Olive Oyl’s affec¬
; Ski status has been “in” for several
tions?
; years with weekend schussers keeping
4. What was the title of the first
;the receipts and lift tickets from Four
Mickey Mouse cartoon? Hint:
1 Lakes hooked to the zippers of their
This was the first animated film to
T goose down jackets. Wearing ski pants
win an Academy Award.
-and goggles surpasses the quest for
5. What cartoon featured the charac¬
-“cool” and treads the boundaries of
ters Spinner and Paddlefoot?
- “too tacky to be true.” Grand prize
Hint: The characters in this series
-goes to the middle-aged man who was
didn’t move their mouths pro¬
2 spotted in the LRC stumbling around
perly.
-in his ski boots.

The struggling actor finds other ways
besides acting to earn extra money each
year. “I’ve been a door to door
salesman and anything else you can
imagine to supplement my income,”
laughed Sassone.
While Sassone generally stays in
Chicago area, he does occasionally go
out of state for various acting
assignments.
"My dream is to keep constantly
employed,” he stated. "Broadway is too
unrealistic.”

Answers on page 4

23.
BORN IN Oak Park, Sassone lived
most of his life in Bellwood before
moving to his current home in Melrose
Park.
“When I was young I got interested
in acting because my best friend’s
brother was a professional actor in
Chicago,” explained Sassone.
He then participated in all the drama,
acting and speech classes that were
offered at CD. Sassone landed his first
speaking role for a play Craig Berger,
currently directing “Our Town,” was
directing in 1974.
“The biggest benefit I received at CD
was performing in front of large
audiences,” claimed Sassone.
AFTER CD, Sassone attended the
University of Illinois in Chicago but left
after a few months because he could not
work and go to school at the same time.
Second City Acting School was next
for Sassone. The school offered no
degree, just valuable experience for new
and veteran actors alike.
“I auditioned for the Second City
traveling team but didn’t make it,’
commented Sassone. “There’s tough
competition.”
Sassone, while sitting on the edge of
the bleachers, claimed that during a
good year he does two to three plays.
The pay is quite slim and claims
“about 80 percent of all union actors
earn $6,000 or less a year.”
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Forward needs
rewinding

‘Purple’s’ flashy return
By STEVE SAVAGLIO
After a 10-year absence, Deep Purple,
and English heavy metal band popular
in the late sixties and early seventies,
has reunited and returned to the stage
again.
The band performed at the UIC
Pavillion on February 16 and 17.
Today’s line-up is the same unit that
released “Smoke on the Water,”
Purple’s most popular song: Ritchie
Blackmore, guitar; Ian Gillian, vocals;
Ian Paice, drums; Roger Glover, bass;
and Jon Lord on keyboards. Purple is
touring to promote their new album
“Perfect Strangers.”
The band showed no signs of rust
Sunday night. They immediately went
to the past, opening with “Highway
Star,” a tune from the early seventies.
Blackmores’ guitar licks sounded
more refined than they did 10 years
ago, and he improvised quite often for
an original concert sound.
AS A unit Purple sounded tight. Ian
Gillians’ vocals ranged from high
pitched screams that pierced ears to
deep moans that sounded as if his voice
had been dragged through a meat
grinder.
The set Purple played included a
good variety of old and new. From the
past — “Strange Kind of Woman,”
“Lazy,” “Child in Time” and “Speed
King.” From the present — “Perfect
Strangers,” “Gypsies Kiss” and
“Knocking at Your Door.”
Midway through the concert, Purple
showed some technological flash with a
barrage of green lasers. Later in the
show the lasers traced an image of the
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bust of none other than Ludwig Von
Beethoven. The bust then became the
full length image of Beethoven, and
began conducting Blackmore as he did
a guitar solor of “Beethoven’s Ninth.”
JON LORD’S solo was an electric
symphony as he jumped from one style
of keyboard to another. Lord even
played a few bars of “Chicago (That
Toddlin’ Town).” Ian Paice also had a
solo on the drums, which sounded a bit
reminiscent of the late John Bohnam.
Gillian also gave a surprise as he sang a
few lyrics to “Jesus Christ Superstar,”
a play he appeared in years ago.
For their first encore, Purple ran
through an extended version of “Space
Truckin’,” with Blackmore abusing his
guitar in more ways than one.
For their second and last encore,
what else could it be but “Smoke on the
Water.” The concert ended with lasers
emitting from all sides of the stage and
Blackmore sliding his guitar neck on
his amps up and down mike stands.
Overall, the crowd of about 12,000
seemed very enthusiastic and very
pleased.
According to the promotions leading
up the concert, “Destiny brought them
together again” after the 10-year break.
If this is true, then destiny is taking a
step in the right direction.

‘

By GEOFF SACCOMANNO
What makes “Fast Forward” espe¬
cially trite is the television oriented
script which should have been con¬
densed into a half-hour and then could
only be worthwhile if some good
commercials were thrown in every
fifteen minutes.
Watching forward viewers get ha¬
rassed by the antics of a bunch of
stuck-up teenage “danceaholics” trying
to “bee-bop” into the professional
spotlight.
They even do a “dance battle” with
some ugly break dancers who desper¬
ately need money for their acne which is
probably caused by break dancing on
their faces.
THE PIMPLY punk prancers pro¬
vide the most colorful aspect of the
movie, for their glowing neon costumes
are visible from three miles away on a

9

foggy night.
“Forward” is about a gang of young
preppies from Ohio traveling to New
York City hoping to try out for a talent
show.
When they arrive a series of events
overwhelms the blister-footed bimbos.
THEY’RE FACED with the mon¬
strous decision of going back home or
staying.
Guess what happens?
Correct!
They rent a junky apartment, and
sooner than Kenny Loggins can sing
“Footloose,” the previously poor group
miraculously fix it up. Gee whiz, far out
kids.
For fear of putting my readers to
sleep I won’t continue with the
predictable story.
“Forward” gets * for the punkers’
clothes and is rated P.G. for pretty
garbage.

ovies
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Club’not teentrash

By SCOTT TOMKOWIAK
Rare is the time (when high school teenagers are treated in a realistic manner
on film. Screenwriters and other top kicks in Hollywood portray thenadolescents as mere caricatures totally out of the realm of the true to life state.
Admittedly, these flicks make money — tons of money. As in any major
business, that is the bottom line; to turn a profit and cover up major losses.
On occasion, a teenage sex-farce is released that does display a sense of wit
and entertains the notion that kids do indeed have intrinsic personalities. “Fast
Times at Ridgemont High” was a movie that would fit this description.
IN THAT FILM, the comedy aspects were well-written and thought out
carefully, while the dramatic portions served as a fine counterbalance for the
story. More importantly, the charaterizations were emphathetic and believable
as opposed to being hackneyed and stereotypical.
Right now, a handful of juvenile films are being played in this area. In
general, the rule of thumb for these movies is basically one-dimensional and
brainless humor with one-joke personalities. One teenage flick that is happily
not from this mold is “The Breakfast Club,” released around the country last
Friday.
This picture is more of a case study in adolescent peer group pressure than a
knockout situation comedy. There is real humor here, but at times it takec a
back seat to the frustrations related by the principles.
MANY COLLEGE STUDENTS are not far removed from the high school
experience. And so, the roles in “The Breakfast Club” are easily identifiable to
people in their 20s as well as parents and teenagers.
The overall structure to this movie takes place in the library of a typical
suburban high school. It is Saturday, and five rambunctious students have
been sentenced to a nine-hour detension period where their task is to compose a
1,000-word essay on who they are. Such an assignment is bound to create
friction among the cast players, and that is exactly what happens in this story.
A strong point of “The Breakfast Club” is character development. The
screenplay introduces the viewer to the class math wizard, a prom queen, the
school wrestling champ, and a burned-out roughneck. Each has to cope with one
another through their ordeal which sets the stage for many heated verbal
exchanges. Toward the end of the flick, the students unwittingly form their own
little encounter group.
BUT WHAT SETS this film apart from others in this genre are the reasons
behind behavior. The audience finds out why Molly Ringwald’s role as Claire is so
spoiled and materialistic. Viewers also come to know Bender’s (Judd Nelson)
hard homelife and Andrew’s (Emilio Estevez) insatiable drive to become a top
athlete.
This film’s only weak point concerns its adult roles, more specifically, the
part of the detension supervisor, portrayed by Paul Gleason. Except for some
bits of business in the movie's first half, Gleason has little to do, almost as if
his only job was to serve as the presiding adult figure. In fact, his character all
but disappears in the final 30 minutes.
No matter. In the end, moviegoers realize they have come to know the minds
and souls of each character in “The Breakfast Club.” That’s more than we can
say about the nobodys depicted in a meatloaf comedy like “Porky’s.”
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HOWPY ANP mCOME
SACK TO TH6 MORNIN'

VA KNOW, MICK boy,,,
VER COOKIN'A MIGHT
CfiAN ID CD AtC THAT
HOOTIN' N' H0U6RIN'
ANP JUMPIN'AROUNP
AO-RAY LONG.,.

RARfA REPORT, FOLKS.
VJZ'RE TALKIN'TO
-THAT WlUP MICK
JAGG€R FEWER.

NOW TEC M£, BOY...
YOOGWERSATPOWN
TO A BIGCt'HEAPIN'
HELPIN'Of FINE BLOOM
COONTY PIG LOINS
ANP CHICKEN GPIT5?
\

\

CHECK OUT THE ACTION IN THE STUDENT
ACTIVITIES RECREATION AREA! ENJOY
BILLIARDS,
TABLE
TENNIS,
CARDS,
CHESS, YAHTZEE, CHECKERS, RISK AND
BACKGAMMON. FIRST FLOOR OF STU¬
DENT RESOURCE CENTER.

KEN — YOU CAN BE INSENSITIVE! MC
TRISH — Play that funky music! Your fans!
PUNKERS — Don’t worry — I know a loser
wrote that after I stuck up for you. But
hardcore does rock! ALL music forever!
TRUE AMERICAN MAN
JACK, Life can be tough, don’t you know?
Stick it out. I think things will change. I.Y.
TO ‘PUNKERS’ AND ‘REAL MEN’ - Hang
up both of your tired lifestyles and imitate
Jesus Christ, the answer, the God, the man.

G.M. — You didn’t really mean all of that
now did you? By the way, a silver Porsche?
S. K.

HEY CHIP! Come a little bit closer. You're
my kind of man, so big and so strong DIP
P.S. Beer’s great and so are you!

T. P. — It’s a little bit country, it’s a little bit
rhythm and soul. God it!

PAUL BAKER — You’re so BORING but
that’s the way we like it! YAAAHHAHHA!
WICKED AND CHUBBY

HEY BIRD! Hone those bop chops! HOZE
S.G. Thanks for the dance. It was a good
time. How about an encore? CD GROUPIES

DEAR S.G. AND CHEERLEADERS? Awe¬
some dance, but an awful band. Better luck
next year. THE BOYZ

MOM — I love you. Send money! KG
ROCKERS AND PUNKERS — Why should
others be concerned with what car one
drives, what one looks like, how one acts, or
what music one prefers to listen to? To
each his own! JAZZ MAN.
TRUE AMERICAN MAN— Morrison was the
first punker, but nobody knows it. ROCK
ON. MALCOLM
PUNKERS, Freedom of expression lies in
your hands. Don’t lose your freedom. Sid
lives. MALCOLM.
REAL ~MA n", ~S TRAIG h"T~ Funker s' ar e” th e
way of the future. So why don’t you get
punked’? MALCOLM.

BARB — Thank you for understanding when
I didn’t.

G.Z. I think that I made a mistake worse
than fate at last week's bash at the house.
Get in touch so that I can tell you all of
the pathetic details! ROSALITA

J. The Thunderbolt Greaseslapper.
2. Earth was blocking his view of
Venus.
3. Bluto.
4. “Steamboat Willie.”
5. Clutch Cargo.

WHOA

A/BttY,
*.>»/
IW/
\

All we can
tell you is that
men who
don’t smoke
live about
6 years longer
than men who
do smoke.
If you want someone
to help you stop smoking
cigarettes, contact your
American Cancer Society.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY’

your own potential as people. Stop feeling
so threatened by things that are different,
it’s the usual that makes life interesting.
EM W

FERAL!!! I can smell the summer in the air.
It's almost time to break away and hit the
water. YOOOWWWW!

FRANK — I think I’ll take you up on the
offer to go to the mountains. Is there a
school up there or just bars?

Trivia Answers

REAL MEN, PUNKERS, CHEWBOYS, AND
TRENDIES, Do you realize how stupid
you're making yourself look?! Quit wasting
your time worrying about what other people
are doing and spend more time developing

DR. K, Why aren't you on tour right now?

‘AVE YOU EVER
SNORTEP UP A
FIFTH Of CHIVA5
THROUGH A GUITAR
NECK ? ^ '

HEY KAOTICS — Animalistics don’t ap¬
prove of a band that couldn’t get a gig in a
men's room of a sleazy singles bar. We
think the next band should come from a
better source than a dirty toilet.
TOYS R US KID - Have an ICE weekend
be sure to watch LOVE BOAT!
EXCUSE #102 — I can't - I’M TOO COOL!
Keep Smiling! MISS MACHO

SCOTT — Happy Birthday! SORRY I was so
late this time. It runs in the family. JULIE

Look what we offer you to

continue
your
education

Classifieds
Companion needed to read and communi¬
cate with disabled young woman at Wheaton
Nursing Home, part-time, flexible hours.
Mrs. Delores Jacklin. 968-1292

COLLEGE OF
ST FRANCIS

The Thrifty Secretary: Typing .95 per page.
Electronic typing with triple pitch spacing,
lift-off correction! Other secretarial ser¬
vices available — same low rates! P/U Del
Free first fifteen miles! CALL TODAY (312)
759-7434, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. M-F, 10 a m-4 p.m.
S_at._

Twenty-two major programs including:
Medical Technology
Biology

Typing, Word processing: reports, papers

Business

resumes fast — reasonable, JEM Services

Computer Science

9694375a_
Word

Processing

Services

—

Letters,

Nuclear Medicine Technology
Journalism/Communications

Criminal Justice

Commercial Recreation

Education

Therapeutic Recreation

resumes, ternrr papers, etc. Call Laura Mc¬
Dermott at 790-WORD. Located one mile
from campus.
Sales Representative: A growing company
seeks sales representatives buiding with
promotion good. Excellent compensation.
Yearly earnings are expected to be over
j>40,000! Either full-time or part-time positionj_availab I e_. CiaU (31_2)_741;51 18._
For sale: Beautiful wooded lot in Ocala, Fla.
reasonable. Sailboat — 15’ fiberglas New¬
port Surprise daysailer. 1977 model with
trailer. 1979 Starcraft 16’ bowrider with 100
h.p. outboard. Beautiful condition, gold
metalflake with trailer and extras. Call 6531155after6p.m.

•

Community College Scholarships - Up to $1,000

•

Over 85 percent of students qualify for financial aid

•

Internships in 17 majors

#

•

Credits easily transferable
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

(815) 740-3400

COLLEGE OF ST FRANCIS
500 Wilcox Street

•

Joliet, Illinois-60435

• SW>e

►v*r 7.
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Abortion debate long overdue
CAL THOMAS

Mojadedi and Andrew Eiva, Executive
lirector of the Federation for American
ifghan Action indicated that aid has been
little, too late. “The aid I have seen
lining into Afghanistan,” former Green
and Afghanistan expert Eiva noted,
■as a condemnation to a slow death.”
Mojadedi’s presentation of statistics
lade the point all too clear: the freedom
;hters’ ammunition resupply leaves the
ojahadeen with enough bullets per
lonth for “actually five minutes” of
inventioijal combat fighting. This situa>n is further complicated by the fact
lat 85 percent of the ammunition is of
le type that will not pierce armor,
iving the Afghans to face Russian
inships with only 15 percent of five
linutes worth of ammunition per month.
THE REMAINING weapons fall into
ro categories: useless weapons that are
incorrect range and capacity, weapons
which supplies are difficult to acquire
id weapons that are potentially good but
seless because they have been delivered
l poor condition.
Whether or not a seemingly ragtag
unch of non-professional soldiers led by
ational pride and the conviction of their
iligion can win out over a world power of
ie clout of the Soviet Union may be a
uestionnable premise, but one that
innot be questioned in this case. Better
5 supply the Mujahadeen with the
ppropriate weaponry — and wait the 6 to
months than to deal with the impossible
unifications of unchecked Soviet aggres°n only accelerated by a world-wide
olicy of non-interest and non-interven°n, which, may be momentarily comfortble, but in reality may only explode on us
i the future.

The bombings at an abortion clinic
and a family planning center in the
Maryland suburbs of Washington,
D.C., have been useful in one respect.
We now know what upsets “pro-choicers.” It is not the unrestricted
destruction of human life inside the
buildings where abortion is performed
that angers them. Rather, it is the
destruction of the buildings themselves.
Since 1973, when the Supreme Court
legalized abortion on demand, more
than 16 million unborn lives have been
snuffed out at 2,908 abortion clinics.
Since 1982, 300 bombing incidents
have taken place on property where
abortions are performed. Virtually all of
the bombings have occurred when the
clinics were closed, so no deaths or
injuries have been reported.
THE OUTRAGE expressed by the
“pro-choicers” over the bombings is
hypocritical in the extreme. One would
think they are referring to the abortion
“doctors” instead of to the anti-abor¬
tion bombers.
The New York Times described the
bombings as a new form of “domestic
terrorism.” The paper said the incidents
were the products of “warped minds”
and that "decency” requires that such
actions be denounced.
Judy Goldsmith, president of the
National Organization for Women, has
not been heard from since the “gender

BARBARA RADFORD, executive
director of the National Abortion
Federation, said, “These are the latest
in a list of orchestrated acts by common
criminals.’ Imagine!
The line I liked best came from Jayne
Bray, a member of the Pro-Life
Non-violent 'Action Committee. Echo¬
ing the meaningless campaign rhetoric
of Geraldine Ferraro and New York
Governor Mario Cuomo, Bray put her
tongue in her cheek and said, “I am
personally opposed to the destruction of
property, but I respect the right of
people who do it where babies are being
slaughtered.”
Tactically, as well as politically,- the
bombing of abortion clinics is probably
not a good idea. Such acts allow the
“pro-choicers” to shift the debate from
what is taking place inside the
buildings to what is taking place
outside.
SOME HAVE suggested that the
bombings may have been carried out by
pro-abortionists in order to discredit
pro-life groups who had marshalled the

largest number of protestors, yet
during a peaceful demonstration at the
clinic and family planning center just
two days earlier.
Perhaps the “pro-choicers” would
argue that the Supreme Court has ruled
it legal to “terminate” pregnancies at
any stage, and that the law against the
destruction of property is still on the
books. If that is their argument, then
pro-life people need only work to change
the property laws, at least to the extent
that they affect buildings in which
abortions are performed. Guerrilla war,
complete with bombings, would soon
follow and everyone would be equal
before the law.
Pro-life groups continue to be denied
access to the media with their most
compelling argument against abortion.
That argument is rooted in pictures of
the unborn and of what actually takes
place during an abortion. Once the word
(or in this case, the pictures) is out, the
argument between “product of concep¬
tion” and “baby” will quickly be
brought to an end. Until then, we are
likely to see more of these bombings
incidents just as we did during the
1960s when blacks, frustrated by
peaceful attempts to win their civil
rights, decided to take matters into
their own hands and direct the
attention of the country to their plight.
A national debate on abortion is long
overdue. Only when that debate is
allowed to take place can we expect the
bombings to stop.

Commentary

Youth prohibition unfair
By JOHN HOFFMAN
Some friends and I entered a
nightclub at a bowling alley last
weekend. As we sat down, the
bartender asked for I.D.s.
“How about putting a nacho machine
next to the TV,” my friend, Clancy,
suggested.
“I said “I.D.,” the bartender angrily
told him. “Not ideas.”
Clancy apologized and explained that
he couldn’t hear well with the belching
lady next to him. Besides, he said, we
only wanted Cokes.
“You got to be 21 to sit in here,” the
bartender said.
After we left the place, careful to
avoid tripping over middle-age drunks,
I reminded Clancy that there is no
constitutional Right to Get Blasted.
Au Contraire. Youth prohibition was
enacted last July by the government.
On a sunny summer day, two and a
half months before the election,
President Reagan sat in the Rose
Garden before a bill that would
threaten to withhold highway funds
from state legislatures if they didn’t
adopt a uniform 21-year-old drinking
age.
Leaders from across the ideological
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gap” myth exploded on Election Day.
She blamed President Reagan for the
bombings. Goldsmith said the president
is at fault because he is opposed to
abortion and has compared it to the
Holocaust and called it murder. Could
Goldsmith and her feminist colleagues
be charged with encouraging women to
have abortions by referring to “pro¬
ducts of conception’’ instead of
“babies”?

spectrum beamed and clapped as the
chief executive and champion of states’
rights signed the bill into law.
Supporters — there were many —
claimed that 1000 lives would be saved
annually from auto accidents caused by
intoxication.
Drunk driving was the holy crusade
of 1984. The issue gained prominence
with a TV movie about a drunk who
escaped justice after killing a 13-yearold girl in one of his driving stupors.
The girl’s mother formed an organiza¬
tion to fight legal leniency on the
morons who drive soused. The docudrama — based on a true story —
focused national attention on the
problem. Drunk driving would prove to
be something of a political fad, but one
that politicians were quick to profit by.
Youth aged 16 to 24 are involved in
42 percent of all fatal alcohol related
accidents, though they account for only
20% of total vehicle miles driven, the
bill’s supporters said on national news
programs.
Right.
But, 99.4 percent of 18-to-21-yearolds are never involved in accidents
caused by drunkenness. And at 18, one
can marry, incur debts, sign contracts,
be drafted to fight a war, vote, and buy
a home.
Sure, the supporters said, but, like
the “For sale to adults 21 and over
only” rules in mail order book catalogs,
this law isn’t really meant to be taken
seriously. Even the most optimistic
among them admitted that the ban will
cut youth fatalities by only one-fifth.
Perhaps if illegitimacy becomes a major
social issue, we can expect Congress to
consider a national sex age, prohibiting
anyone under 21 from performing “the
act.”
The drinking law, regardless of its
unenforceability, criminalizes in the
name of national good, a privilege that
nearly all youth don’t abuse, and it
chokes social activity. Bars and dances
become off-limits to millions of legal
adults.
Business managers at WMET say
that one reason their station changed to

its “lighten up, baby” format was
because alcohol producers wouldn’t
advertise to an audience that couldn’t
legally buy their product.
The change has essentially left rock
fans with the likes of “B96,” where
official policy is to beat new songs into
the ground as quickly as possible.
The ban passed easily partly because
America’s youth are politically impo¬
tent. With little economic power and
widespread apathy which shows itself
in shockingly low voter turnout, the
young have no lobby in Washington.
This is crucial. Thousands of political
action committees in the capitol
represent virtually every social, econo¬
mic, religious and political cause
imaginable — NCPAC, IPAC, KICKPAC, SNACKPAC, PAT-ON-THEBACK-PAC. Even the tiny African
Republic of Togo spent half a million
dollars for US lobbyists last year.
In a modern PACocracy, not having
high-powered organizations to represent
your interests is an invitation to
become a scapegoat.
So, youth prohibition was passed
almost uncontested, conveniently di¬
verting national attention from the real
causes and solutions of the drunk
driving tragedy.
Coming home from the bowling lanes,
we watched a Seville in front of us
swerving recklessly. On the bumper
was a sticker that read: "President
Reagan. Bringing America Back to
Traditional Values.”
I’m not going to find out for a long
time if they ever got a nacho machine in
that bar, I thought.

Commentary columns can be
reserved by contacting the
COURIER editor at the COURIER
office. Any commentary must be
typewritten, double-spaced and
should exceed 300 words. Pre¬
ference will be given to columns
about on-campus issues. The
COURIER reserves the right to
edit for libel and length.
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tionships.
We Eire fortunate to have the Alpha
One program at CD. Students are
offered the advantage of traveling to
different areas of the world while
esirning credits and making lasting
relationships. Hopefully, more students
will discover and experience this great
learning opportunity.

Dawn Os term an,
West Chicago

Handicap parking
abused regularly
To the Editor:

WDCB listeners ask for more student input
To the Editor:
In response to the article about
suggestions for CD’s radio station, I
am a communication major and find CD
very limited with resources for training
in this field. If the station does get
students to assist in production I feel
that journalism, speech and advertising
students should and could benefit from
it.
One problem with young students
participating or playing the records is
that most have a limited and shallow
definition of music.
I would like to suggest a progressive
“new music show” during the day or
late at night. There Eire plenty of top
40 music stations, beside college
radio which have the reputation of
being experimental and taking chances
with the “underground” rock music,
which most people define as “punk” or'
“new wave,” but it is still rock and roll.
This art form is creatively progressing
the original forms of rock and roll takes
concentration to understand. The
audience for this style of music is
expanding because of college radio and
people wanting to expand with it.
There is also a large listening
audience identifying with the resur¬
gence of fifties and sixties music
because it is fun and nostalgic.
It would be nice to hear some ethnic
music like reggae or soul, and possibly
some late night dance mixes. The
student government should also con¬
duct surveys throughout the commun¬
ity and for registering students who are
paying for the station. Doesn t the
radio station have to meet the FCC’s
Public Interest, Convenience and

Necessity?
I

would be glad to volunteer
an hour on the air and I m sure
most students who are concerned
about the radio station at CD would
offer that if qualified. Another thing
that the major local stations don’t offer
is airplay of local bEinds in the suburbs
and Chicago. The school should have
the radio station’s broadcast (if during
the day) played over an intercom
system in the cafeteria. I strongly feel
that a lot of local businesses would
contribute to sponsor the various new
formats. Last week I talked with the
owner of "Rave On” records and he
said he’s be willing to sponsor the
station with records in exchange for
store recognition.

I hope that I have given readers
many ideas and expressed feelings that I
think a lot of students can share. Thank
you for whatever you can do and
consider.
Name withheld upon request

To the Editor:

An article in the Jan. 25
Courier stated that the College of

DuPage’s radio station, WDCB-FM, is
a community radio station, not a college
radio station. The school has little
involvement with the station; it only
provides funds for the station, which
the students pay for with a percentage
of tuition, unknowingly. No pro¬
grams are up for the students who
are interested in radio broadcasting.
Why? Supposedly an administrator felt
that such programs were unnecessary
because of low interest and because the
competition within the field is too tough.
Maybe tough, but not impossible.
Another reason that the students
have little involvement in the station is
because Sid Fryer, who runs the
station, says, “They would jeopardize
the degree of professionalism that the
station now enjoys.”
But WDCB is a part of the College of
DuPage and ought to be part of the stu¬
dents. The only way a student can leam
about radio broadcasting is through ex¬
perience, but WDCB does not offer that.
Even professional stations, such as
WLS and WKQX, offer internships for
college students in which they earn
college credit, not money.
If these stations can teach col¬
lege students about radio, why can t
a college radio station do the same?
Laura Anderson,
Lombard

Experience Alpha One
To the Editor:
In order to fulfill my graduation
requirements I needed to enroll in a bio¬
logy class. Since biology’s my least
favorite subject, I avoided it for as long
as possible and tried to look for a way
out I found an alternative which I,
along with many students at CD, was
unaware of; an Alpha One program.
I took the mandatory classes,
including humEinities, sailing, sociol¬
ogy, snorkeling and especially biology.
Along with offering these credits, the
program gives students the opportunity
to travel while learning. The field
experience I encountered was a trip to
the Virgin Islands for two weeks.

The classes before the trip are spent
in preparation. For example, our
biology class studied marine life while
also working on our snorkeling abilities.
A big part of our grade was studying
the coral reefs which I found to be
enjoyable and more of a recreational
activity than a biology class. All
class sessions, both at CD and on
the trip, were more relaxed since
everyone was enrolled in the same
courses. Students became good friends
in and out of class. This unity was
mainly due to the Alpha One
coordinator, Tom Lindblade. In his
sociology class, he emphasized the
importance of communication in rela¬
mainly

t

What I have noticed lately and find
rather upsettting is the abysmal
occurrence of people who are not
handicapped unjustifiably using handi¬
cap parking spaces because they are too
lazy to walk. On many occasions I have
looked for a psirking space for more than
15 minutes. As I start my walk toward
the building, I have noticed people
pull into these handicap spaces, get
out of their car and, to my surprise,
they are not handicapped nor do they
have a handicap sticker. I am in school
for three hours or more and when I once
again start my journey back to my car,
I see that the car is still there and has
not been ticketed or towed away. Now
if I am not mistaken, these handicap
spaces are for people who are unable to
maneuver for whatever physical reason.

What I propose for this ever-happen¬
ing occurrence is for the public safety
department to drive by these areas
every hour, get out of their car or truck
and check for these handicap stickers. I
realize that public safety cannot be
everywhere at once, so I also propose
that anyone who notices these offenders
should proceed to the public safety
office and report it. We must all pitch
in and help keep these spaces open for
the people they were actually intended
for.
Daniel L. Saurmann , Roselle

Law Unconstitutional'
To the Editor:
The seat belt ordinance recently
passed by the state legislature and
signed by Gov. Thompson is obviously
unconstitutional.
Whether I choose to wear a seat belt
will affect only me, no one else.

somebody else. Failure to wear a seat
belt affects no other person’s life.
Don’t read me wrong; seat belts are a
good idea. I just don’t like the fact that
a law is telling me I have to wear
one. This legislation is similar in
principle to an ordinance reading
something like: “It shall be unlawful to
practice mountain climbing because it
has been determined to be unsafe.” If
the government can get away with
passing the seat belt ordinEmce, they
could sdso get away with outlawing
skydiving, ballooning, auto-racing or
anything else potentially lethsil to one’s
self.
One other important point worth
pondering — how is the state ever
going to enforce this law? If a police
officer stops a person and that
individusd isn’t wearing a seat belt, the
driver should immediately step out of
his vehicle. How can a person be
breaking the law if he isn’t even in his
car? All it will take is for someone to
get mad, challenge this law in court
and, based upon what happened to the
motorcycle helmet law (reJbember
that?), mandatory seat belts will be
declared unconstitutional.
Edward P. Barr, Roselle

Activities education
To the Editor:
Student participation is greatly
lacking in extra-curricular activities at
CD because of poor distribution of
information.
In the Courier’s “student voice,
Feb. 8, Carl Paulsen, Downers Grove
replied, “Not enough people get
involved or care what the school is all
about.” Ruth Ann Stephen, Willow
Springs, stated, “It takes an effort to
find out where and when the activities
take place.”
Who is responsible?
The student government, the cheer
leaders and student activities. These
groups post signs generally clustered
in one area of the school — nowhere
else.
The Valentine’s dance heart-shaped
posters were filtered throughout the
cafe and stairwell area so well that they
I even make Cupid sick.
What about the other side of the
building and the middle? The east side is
just as important as the west side.
Also, a bulletin could be organized
for teachers to read during prime-time
class hours; people who work a lot
could at least hear what is happening,
like sports scores.
Knowing more about activities
through good dispatchment means
more school spirit, which means less
monotony, routine and a more compre¬
hensive education.

Dan Leonardi,

If someone drinks and drives, that
person is endangering the life of
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Student Voice
What is the best cure for “cubin fever?’

Suzanne Drever, Naperville: “Laying
in front of a nice warm fire, with a guy
of course!”
Scott Hedstrom, Wheaton: “Stay
single, don’t have kids and live in
florida.”
Noel Hayden, Roselle: “Try to
occupy your time in anyway possible.”

Mike Henricksen

Rick Lebeck

Mike Henriksen, Bensenville: “I like to
get out and go skiing.”
Karen Jindra, Downers Grove: “I’d
call somebody and have them bring
videos over.”
John Gassmann, Downers Grove: “A
match to bum the cabin.”
Debbie Siblik, Naperville: “Getting
out and working."

Rick Lebeck, Hinsdale: “I'm looking
forward to Carolina and as long as I’m
stuck here, I like to go skiing.”
Greg Symon, Lombard: “A trip to
Florida.”
Bill Heafey, Naperville: “Getting out
and doing physical activities.”
Scott Hoesel, Naperville: “Spring
break.”

Darlene Knapp

Michelle DeGraff

Darlene Knapp, Roselle: “Bottle of
champagne on a moonlit beach in
Tahiti.”

Michele DeGraff, Downers
“Go to the movies.”

Mary Prescott, Hinsdale: “Going
outside. Doing something or anything
outside. It depends on the weather.”
Jeff Sculley, Schaumburg: “Sex
speaks for me. If you’re stuck in the
:cabin, why not do something enjoyable
while there?”
’

Char Guttello, Darien: “Hop on a
plane and go to the Bahamas.”

;

John Romito, Villa Park: “Indulge in
everything.”
Leigh Ann Lange, Glen Ellyn: “I like
to get together with friends and discuss
what we did last year.”

Grove:

Alden Wong, Villa Park: “I go out
with friends and just hang out.”
Trina Rospert, Darien: “Learn winter
sports like skiing, skating, ice hockey
— I go to the movies.”

Jamie Harriman

Laurie Pearce

Jamie Harriman, Naperville: “Riding
horses and playing polo.”
Roger Prenta, Naperville: “A woman
in one hand and a beer in the other.”
Pat Moman, Lisle: “You should have
good hobbies. Things that are pleasant
— like painting.”
Beth Estep, Woodridge: “Sometimes
my sister and I rent movies and watch
them on the VCR.”

Laurie Pearce, Bloomingdale: “I go
to dance class.”
Amy Baumgardner, Wheaton: “I
have no idea.”
Karma Feldman, LaGrange Park: “A
good day of skiing.”
Jeff Mills, Glen Ellyn: “Taking a trip
through the Alpha program. It offers
an opportunity to learn as well as take
a break.”

Dave Ogilvie, Naperville: “Hallucinogenii jugs, without a doubt. Best way
to get out of the house without leaving
the house.”
George Milner, Glendale Heights:
“Call friends and talk to them or go out
and have fun.”

Post-Collectivist politics in Europe
U.S. foreign policymakers have long
recognized the importance of union
power in European politics and foreign
policy. Industrial strife, recurring
government crises and the seemingly
endless series of demonstrations pro¬
testing various policy issues illustrate
how much the behavior of the labor
movement in Europe affects con¬
temporary economic and political life.
The labor movement operates from a
crucial position at the center of national
decision making. Unions in every major
West European country have been
active bargaining partners with their
respective governments about almost
every question of public policy
mcluding the shape of the national
Political agenda and the terms of
specific legislation. American leaders
have worried about these relationships
because they so often produce economic
stagnation and political instability
which inevitably threaten the Western
Alliance.
U.S. POLICYMAKERS NOW need
to recognize that this long-standing
collectivist relationship between labor
and government in Europe is changing
significantly. Clearly, the most striking
feature of this change is the decline of
union power. High unemployment is
saPping union strength. Most impor¬
tantly, it is causing unions to lose
members rapidly. Union leaders are
thus in a weaker position, more divided
fibout their goals and strategy, and
frequently confused about the course of
c°ntemporary affairs.

union weakness. Although continuing
to declare their fidelity to the goal of
full employment, for example, political
leaders often administer policies that
maintain high levels of unemployment.
This serves as leverage both against
renewed inflation and against the
resurgence of union militancy. Concur¬
rently, these political leaders are
working to impose legislated require¬
ments on union behavior for strike
ballots and imposing other restraints on
rank-and-file members, as well as thenleaders. Finally, political leaders are
consciously reducing the frequency and
quality of union-government interaction
over the terms of public policy.
Although these changes have been
developing for little more than a
half-decade, they are already having a
profound effect on the political process.
U.S. leaders will need to understand a
whole new set of relationships and
anticipate new policy outcomes during
the balance of this decade. The move
into what can best be described as a
post-collectivist era offers the possibil¬
ity that European nations may find
ways to overcome the stagnation and
paralysis of public policy that occasion¬
ally weakened the Western alliance in

aware that these changes may produce
a destabilizing conflict. Union leaders
will not give up their place at the
national bargaining table without
serious resistance.
WHAT DOES post-collectivism
mean for U.S. interest and policymak¬
ers? It is still early in the process of
change to be very confident about the
course, but it is not too early to offer
some speculations. Possibly the most
important consequence is that U.S.
planners can hope for more coherent
and decisive economic p licymaking in
Europe. Simply the absence of one key
conflictive participant from the bargain¬
ing table on public policy matters
makes the process easier to accomplish.
And, of course, the substantive results
of that bargaining are less likely to be
at the lowest common denominator
level so frequent during the last decade
and a half. This is not to suggest that
unions have been entirely responsible
for European economic stagnation or
that European leaders inherently know
what best policy options to take at each
point. The whole matter involves more
them union participation. Rather, it
means that these governments will be
better able to proceed with clearer

EUROPEAN POLITICAL leaders in
eeveral countries are profitting from

recent years. Yet, at the same time,
U.S. policymakers also need to be

economic programs whose results can
be judged both by a scrutinizing

GERALD A. DORFMAN
[Editor’s Note: Gerald Dorman is a Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution,
Stanford University and a contributing author to the forthcoming Hoover
Institution Press Book, To Promote Peace.]

democratic electorate and by planners
better able to refashion their strategies
as policy outcomes dictate. Both of
these changes should promote political
stability because they will enhance
more efficient and responsible govern¬
ment. U.S. leaders will certainly
welcome these gains, which are likely to
have a salutary effect on the Western
alliance as well as on worldwide
economic health.
THE STAGNATION and paralysis
of public policy in Britain and so many
European countries in recent years have
been a painful experience. Not only has
economic life suffered, but conflicts
have tom at social stability as well. It
is, of course, extremely unfortunate
that economic deprivation has been the
motor for change. But now that it has
worked a fundamental rearrangement in
the political process, political elites in
Europe are not likely to allow a return
to collectivism as soon as prosperity is
re-established. Instead, they are like¬
ly to build in buffering policies,
including a semi-permanent high level
of unemployment, against the reawak¬
ening of damaging union militancy.
Therein lies the potential for some
trouble. There is little doubt that union
.leaders in every European country are
anxious to re-establish their influence.
Economic recovery will certainly stir
their energies to counterattack. Thus,
even while post-collectivism continues
to emerge, it is quite possible that
political leaders will have to contend
with some measure of renewed industrial
instability among the United States’
closest allie j.
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Older students.

continued from page 1

“We try for quality publications
through a publications committee,” he
said, and an example is the brochure for
the Focus on Women program which
provides seminars and brown-bag
lunches for women returning to school
and work.
The Speaker’s Bureau goes out to
clubs, organizations and schools in
District 502, addressing various topics
of concern to adults, including career \
development and programs such as
learning alternatives and human devel¬
opment. The bureau has 81 staff
members and over 200 offerings.
A Senior Task Force initiated by
provost Ted Tilton coordinates services
for seniors with programs such as those
offered by Alpha One, Open College and
the Business and Professional Institute.
“PRESIDENT HAROLD McAninch
directed the restructure of what was the
extention college and greater effort is
being expended to make adults aware of
the 77 satellite locations,” Williams
said.
“That’s taking the classes to the
adults — a very definite service we’ve
always provided but are promoting and
publicizing more now than ever before,”
Williams asserted.
Open College’s non-credit program is
self-supporting, and 250 to 300 classes
are offered each quarter. These courses
are always changing to meet new
lifestyles and interests.
“CD tries to be flexible to
accommodate student needs,” said
Gayle Platt, community education
assistant, and “self-improvement class¬
es often lead to credit courses among
adults.”
Alpha One offers transfer-oriented
credit courses through field-experience
and interdisciplinary programs in
general education and in three degreecompletion options in humanities, social
sciences and science which comprise the
weekend-degree program. Each option
combines independent study, classroom
instruction and other learning oppor¬
tunities and meets alternate weekends.
Students can earn 48 credit hours in
three quarters by taking all three
options.
“More than half of the degree-com¬
pletion students are returning house¬
wives who are handling school in
addition to full-time jobs where their
employers have encouraged earning
degrees for job qualification,” stated
Tom Lindblade, Alpha coordinator.
“ADULTS ARE the best students
academically. In the last three years,
half of the CD students considered for
honors awards have been graduated
from weekend degree programs, and
there are only about 40 such students
each year,” Lindblade said. “The
instructors report that all students do
good work; they Eire demanding, giving
and involved, and their priorities are set
on academic achievement.”
A new offering already approved and
being planned is a weekend degree
program in business, Lindblade reports.
Also being discussed are other expan¬
sions of these programs, including a
general weekend college.
Alpha cooperates with the Open
College to offer a number of programs,
he continued. One of these is ian
interdisciplinary course for seniors
being offered at Lincoln Center in
Downers Grove.
"We have done a lot of articulation
with four-year schools like Elmhurst
and the University of Illinois, Chicago,
to work out successful transfer of
credit. I think colleges are very
interested in these adult students. They
see a student who is after a full-time
degree and who is getting good grades;
these schools want adult students,”
Lindblade said.
The Business and Professional Insti¬
tute started five yeEtrs ago as a unit of
Open College and serves the education¬
al and training needs of busmen ~fs and

professionals in District 502. It offers
in-plant training consulting, credit and
non-credit courses and seminEirs on- and
off-campus. Each of Bgl’s six centers
“has a different thrust and sill work
together so people don’t duplicate their
efforts,” said Suzi Benson, manager of
the Economic Development Center.
“The institute’s offerings help update
people’s skills and keep them employ¬
able in areas such as health, business,
management and technology,” Benson
said. They also have a Career Guidance
Center and re-training programs for
dislocated workers.
LAST YEAR the BPI served over
10,000 individuals, conducted 120
in-plant training sessions and 220
seminars for professional groups, she
stated. The BPI is self-supporting
through grants Emd course fees. Grant
awards amounted to over $790,000 for
various programs.
In the financial aid area, adult
students have problems because they
are usually considered independent
students, and may be required to use as
much as 100 percent of their income
and assets for college before qualifying
for aid, while parents of dependent
students cannot be expected to use
more than 20 percent, according to the
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Chronicle.
At CD, tsiking a minimum of six
credit hours is necessary to qualify for
financial aid, and these part-time
students are eligible for federal and
state aid including Pell, College
Work-Study, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants and Illinois State
Monetary Awards. Scholarships are
also available to older students, and
this resource is being emphasized to
offset cuts in aid to all students, said
Rebecca Noel, financial aid officer.
Last year over 4,000 CD students (19
percent) received over $1.5 million in
aid which was fairly evenly divided
between dependent (51 percent) smd
independent (49 percent) students.
Under the Pell Grant, 28 percent of

recipients were part-time learners,
according to Robert Regner, director of
financial aid.
Regarding the commissions proposal
for more aid to non-traditional stu¬
dents, Regner said a national- and
state-level study should be made.
“If there is a genuine need, you have
to put money behind it,” said Regner
and recounted federal and state
programs have a history of serving the
traditional student.
“Since societal trends indicate an
increase in returning adult learners,
some current funds should be diverted
and additional funds should be made
available,” he said. He believes there is
no quEilitative difference in the two
student groups.

b igtaeR priced tRi'p does not gaanantee a better tiro ell!

PARTY A
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

March 22-31
YOU DRIVE

(TO THE PARTY)

5 pet rm.
only
WE DRIVE

(THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

$169

S por

$179 « >•'

INCLUDES:

,m

• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful
Daytona Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only). We use
nothing but modem highway coaches.
• FREE refreshments available on the motor coach on the
way down (to begin the party).
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our
exciting oceanfront hotels, located right on the Daytona
Beach strip. Your hotel has a beautiful pool, sun deck, air
conditioned rooms, color TV, and a nice long stretch of
beach.
• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day.
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money In
Daytona Beach.
• Travel representatives to Insure a smooth trip and a
good time.
• Optional side excursions to Disney World, Epcot, deep
sea fishing, party cruises, etc.
• All taxes and tips.

THE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE

.(Mixed
3 FREE,
Drink/
Parties
Included

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

and sign up see Ginger* at SRC’s
East Entrance, 2od, flooR
Feb. 2.7, 8-9a.m.,ll:30a*m.-2.p-m.
p.m.-7:30 p.m. Or call X31-X391
Sponsored by Campus Marketing

• v v '
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Courier News Wire

Schools may lose lottery

to fund new campus programs.
Deukmejian, for one, recommended
using lottery money to set up new
programs that higher education officials
wanted funded with traditional revenue
sources.
But if the legislators don’t agree to
use the money for the programs, the
programs won’t begin at all, educators
fear.
Proposition 37, approved by 58
percent of those voting last November,
requires that lottery funds supplement
state funds, not replace them, they
point out.
“THE GOVERNOR said either you
take these problems with lottery funds
or you don’t get them,” says Suzanne
Ness of the government affairs division
of the state’s higher education commis¬
sion.
“That’s caused a large amount of
disgruntlement. ”
Deukmejian’s proposals confirm the
fears of proposition opponents, includ¬
ing Ralph Flynn, director of the
California Teachers Association, which

Did you know?
Hockey’s coveted Stanely Cup was originally bought in England for 10
pounds in 1893.
Florida, South Dakota and New Mexico are all nicknamed the Sunshine
State.
There are 336 dimples on a golf ball.
Mormon leader Brigham Young had 27 wives.
Norma Talmadge accidentally became the first actor to leave an impression in
the cement outside of Grauman’s Chinese Theater when she stumbled into a
freshly laid sidewalk in 1927.
Popeye first appeared in 1919 as a comic strip character in the cartoon
“Thimble Theatre.”
The first American steam locomotive, Tom Thumb, was built by Peter
Cooper at the Canton Iron Works in Baltimore during the year 1830.
The 1939 film version of “The Wizard of Oz” starring Judy Garland, was the
third printing of the film. Silent versions were shot in 1919 and 1924.
The first comic strip “The Yellow Kid” was created by Richard Outcault on
Feb. 16, 1896 for the New York World.
John Hanson of Maryland was voted “President of the United States
Congress assembled” in Nov. 1781, thereby becoming the first “president” of
the United States seven years before George Washington.
James “Doc” Holliday, famous for his part in the shootout at the OK Corral,
was a dentist.
Idaho is the only state in the U.S. over which no foreign flag has flown.
Judge Roy Bean ran his court out of the Jersey Lily Saloon in Langtry,
Texas where he was “the law west of the Pecos.”
Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and James Monroe all died on the Fourth of
July.
Monopoly was invented in 1933 by Charles Darwin, a heating engineer, who
missed the streets of Atlantic City, N.J., after which he named all the spaces on
the game board.
Babe Ruth’s 1930 salary of $80,000 a year was the biggest ever paid to a
professional ball-player at that time.
The first intercollegiate football game was played between Rutgers and
Princeton on Nov. 6, 1869. Rutgers won 6-4 playing under amended soccer
rules.

represents professors in the California
State University system.
“Regardless of how the revenue is
generated, the temptation on the part
of the governor and the legislature is
too great not to treat lottery funds just
like general revenue,” Flynn says.
THE RESULT, Flynn predicts, is
that lawmakers will use lottery funds to
offset money higher education would
otherwise have received from other
state revenue sources.
“THIS IS going to create an illusion
of a higher level of support for
education,” Flynn says. “It will divert
attention from our needs.”
And William Pickens, chief fiscal
analyst for the higher education
commission, warns that using lottery
funds to support continuing expenses
such as salaries can backfire.
“Lottery revenues are subject to wide
swings, particularly after the initial
interest subsides,” Pickens notes.
“AND IF they don’t come in one
year, the legislature is not likely to
replace them with state funds unless

DuPage County
establishes new job

By BOB KUREK
*
The DuPage County Board after prolonged debate approved a resolution
establishing the position of Director of Highway and Management Information
Systems and Acting Superintendent Feb. 12.
Several board members were unsure of the legitimacy of the board’s proposed
action, claiming the state has jurisdiction over such affairs.
But Charles Vauhn, a board member, noted that a letter of the board’s pro¬
posed state approving the board’s legitimacy in creating the position.

THE LETTER WAS produced for the board and after the wording of the
resolution was slightly altered, the final motion carried with 17 votes.
Once filled, the new directorship will operate the data processing and
highway departments, according to the legislation.
In other board activity a Naperville day-care center requested by the
Montessori Muppet Center at the First Christian Church, 75th Street near
Oxford Lane, was approved.
The board voted down Petition 3389, which would have allowed the
Continental Bank to build drive-in facilities on the southeast corner of Devon
Avenue and Arlington Heights Road, by an 11-11 vote.
THE DISSENTING MEMBERS believed the building would have a negative
impact on the area’s already poor flood plain.
They were also concerned that traffic fatalities would occur due to the
would-be increase in congestion, though Joseph Abel, secretary of the Zoning
Board of Appeals, assured the board that corrections had been added to the
plan for smooth traffic flow.
Petition 3389 was defeated 22-0 last year.
About $70,000 was approved for the Sheriff’s department’s purchase of eight
automobiles and over $15,000 for CRT’s, adaptors, a printer and controller
upgrade.
The board closed its session with a report from "Partnership,” the DuPage
Job Training System, which claimed placement for 74 percent of its trainees for
the period July 1, 1984 through December 31, 1984.
The next board meeting is Wednesday, February 27.

SUMMER JOBS
If you like the fun and excitement of working the summer for a NATIONAL
PARK-RESORT HOTEL-GUEST RANCH-SUMMER CAMP-CRUISE SHIPALASKA-ETC., ETC...we have researched and compiled a new oUMMtn
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE that will show you how and where to apply for a
summer job of your choice!
Compiled in our GUIDE is a list of NATIONAL
RESORT HOTELSGUEST RANCHES-SUMMER CAMPS THROUGHOUT THE U S OPPORTUNITIES ON CRUISE SHIPS-AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ALASKA.

PERSONAL PROTECTOR ALARM
The multi-purpose Gemini Alarm is a flashlight a siren,
a burglar and fire alarm in one portable unit
—\

• Busboys •Chambermaids •Service Station
Attendents • Kitchen Help •Room Clerks
•Switch Board Operators - Etc., Etc.

they happen to have a significant
amount of money available.”
“We are very concerned about the
legislature respecting our ‘regular’
askings and giving them the greater
attention,” said Frank Stork, Univer¬
sity of Iowa, director of state relations.
“BUT LEGISLATORS have made a
commitment to funding only non-recur¬
ring items with lottery funds, and we
are hopeful they will uphold that
commitment.”
University of Iowa, Iowa State and
Northern Iowa representatives asked
lawmakers last month for $40 million to
fund a range of endowed professorships,
equipment purchases and technology,
economic outreach and research pro¬
grams.
The state expects to generate $43
million in lottery funds this year and
lawmakers invited college officials to
submit proposals.
Each campus would match its lottery
money with its own fundraising efforts,
Iowa President James Freedman told
the lawmakers.

N

Colleges in a number of states soon
may start reaping the benefits of
organized gambling in a bigger way
than ever before, but not all educators
are convinced campuses will come out
winners.
At least two states — California and
Iowa — are expected to launch lotteries
soon, joining the 17 states and the
District of Columbia already in the
lottery business.
UNTIL THIS year, only New Jersey
earmarked a portion of its lottery
profits for higher education, and the
amount — $102,000 for the current
fiscal year — is not large enough to
have a substantial impact.
That is about to change.
The budget presented to the Cali¬
fornia legislature by Governor George
Deukmejian Jan. 30th calls for
spending $56.7 million in lottery funds
for higher education next fiscal year.
And officials from three Iowa
campuses recently asked lawmakers for
nearly all the money — some $40
million — generated by the state
lottery expected to begin this year.
SOME LAWMAKERS, moreover,
see the gambling money as a neat way
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FLASHLIGHT

SIREN ALARM

IS

FIRE AND BURGLAR
ALARM

.ORDER FORM i
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE
131 ELMA DR. DEPT. G-248
CENTRALIA, WA. 98531
To order our SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE, send $8,00 cash, check, or
money order. Our GUIDE is sent to you with a 90 day money back guarantee.
If for any reason you are not satisfied with our GUIDE, simply return it within
90 days and your full purchase price will be refunded IMMEDIATELY.
NAME (Please Print) _
ADDRESS_
CITY__

Summer Employment Guide 1985

Affordable protection at $12.00 each, or two for
$20.00. Please send check or money order with
your name and address to: Five Star Company,
314 N. Garfield, Hinsdale, IL 60521.
Available also at CD Bookstore
Just call 323-8695
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By LOIS MICHEL
Every class tailor-made to fit the
need of some student, is the aim and
direction of the College of DuPage’s
aquatic program, according to A1
Zamsky, director of aquatics.
“I don’t know of a class that we have
which isn’t specifically designed for
somebody in the college,” Zamsky said.
For years, CD has had a large
aquatics program, related the director,
"The college has been very sympathetic
and allowed us to rent water.”
The most popular class in the
program, Zamsky believes, is SCUBA,
which requires a swimming test. People
enrolling range from those with a
new-found interest, to policemen and
firemen who require advanced training
Zamsky, one of two SCUBA instructors
at the college said, “We could offer
more sections, but it’s an expensive
course.”
SWIMMING I, a personal-satisfac¬
tion class, Zamsky feels, could be taken
by more people, especially in a student
body this large.
“It’s a good class for them to start,”
he commented.
The beginner’s course has limited use
of deep water, Swimming II, includes
instruction on the basic strokes and
fundamental lifesaving while Swimming
III requires knowledge of the basic
strokes, learning lifesaving modifica¬
tions, competitive strokes and the use
of swimming as a means of physical
fitness, Zamsky said.
“We see many men and women from
Viet Nam, India, Turkey countries
where individuals, especially women,
aren’t to be seen undressed in public and
this is a new deal,” he stated.
LIFESAVING AND the water
Safety Instructor class, listed as
“Theory and Practice of Swimming,”
are designed for people who want to
upgrade their job skills and pay.
Lifesaving requires a swimming test
and the prerequisite to the profession¬
al’s theory and practice course.
The new natatorium planned for 16

Jump in, the water’s fine
years with much input from faculty,
staff and students, meets National
Collegiate Athletic Association specifi¬
cations.
The area includes a 25-yard racing
pool, having a depth of four to
four-and-one-half feet, eight lanes and
starting blocks. Underwater lights and
a 16-foot, walk-in ramp to facilitate
wheelchairs enhance the pool’s function.
THE SEPARATE diving pool is
40-feet by 45-feet with a depth of 15lA
to 16 feet. The tank also contains two
one-meter and one three-meter diving
boards. A carpeted spectator area
overlooks the natatorium.
Though sport participation has
improved with the new facility,
spectator turnout is not what was
anticipated.
“Commuter students do not spend

addition to the program last spring,
when 40 students enrolled.
Commencing since the new facility
was built and available during open
swim hours are lap swim and personal
fitness programs available to students,
faculty and staff, and a new swimming
fitness class, built around lap swim in
which participants will monitor their
lengths, is due to begin this summer.
OPEN SWIM hours vary with each
quarter, the most being offered in
spring and summer.
The spring 1985 weekday schedule
includes open hours between 7 a.m. to 9
a.m. and noon to 1:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday, the pool
is open from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. and in
May, Friday from 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m.
Saturday
hours are
rrom 8 a.m. to noon. Patrons are

"If rou don't fiush it,cj£)i fW it

**

time in a commuter college,” said
Zamsky.
Why does the water in the pool feel
so cool?
The temperature isn’t cool, it is kept
at “what the National Recreation
Association people say we should keep
it at, 79 to 80 degrees, which is the
temperature nobody likes,” asserted the
director.
“The swim team complains the water
is too warm and the instructional
people complain the temperature is too
cool, but it’s the best temperature for
chemical efficiency.”
WATER SLIMNASTICS, a popular
recent addition to the curriculum,
provides calisthetics exercises as well as
an aerobic workout.
Kayaking, which had formerly been
offered by Alpha, was an exciting

Raquetball regionals

advised to check the athletic office for a
more detailed schedule.
The facility also serves the handi¬
capped, most of whom are main¬
streamed into the regular classes.
Marionjoy Rehabilitation Hospital in
Wheaton uses the pool weekday nights.
In late April of 1984 CD hosted a meet
for the Windy City Invitational
Wheelchair Swim Team, and the same
group will hold their Olympics at CD
this year.
OTHER UPCOMING events include
state meets for the YMCA in
mid-March and the Masters swimmers
in April.
“CD has always had a swim team for
men and women, since the college
started in 1967,” said Zamsky, who has
taught at the college since 1969, though
we didn’t have a pool.”

Wisconsin, Ohio and Kentucky.
CD was the only two-year college entered in the regionals with four athletes;
Kurt Gribisic, Naperville; Eric Jensen, Bolingbrook; Victor Sawko, Wheaton; and
Jeff Schultz, La Grange.
Jensen latched on to a first place trophy, crushing all opponents in the men’s
singles. He also took home a second with the help of Schultz in the men’s doubles,
edging out a team from Ferris State University.
Gribisic forced his way to the semifinals in men’s A singles where he lost to
Mike Deighan, Kent State. Deighan’s brother, Brian, also from Kent State won the
men’s open division, but CD’s Sawko took him to a thrilling tie-breaker in early

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

State ot Illinois
DuPage
Parkland
Triton
Lincolnland
Oakton
Illinois Valley

105
98
81
42
28
26

DuPage
Triton
Oakton
Illinois Valley

132
113
40
36

Man’s team points Fab. 16
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r
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Nationals are scheduled for mid April with Memphis State University hostmg.

Stats of Illinois
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

DuPage
Wright
Parkland
Oakton
Spoon River
Ill Valley
Lincolnland
Kennedy-King
Black Hawk East
Triton

Region IV
DuPage
Wright
Oakton
III. Valley
5. Kennedy-King
6. Black Hawk East
7. Triton
1.
2.
3.
4.

Distance medley relay
CD 11:23.4,1st place
CD took the mile rela y in 3:33. SO
High jump
1st Tom Stitt 6 foot 10 inches
2nd Zon Thompson 6 loot 8 inches
Triple Jum p
2nd Marlin Banks 45 feet 10 inches
3rd Zon Thompson 44 feet 5 inches
4th Mike McGuire 43 fee! 8 ft Inches

500 mater
1st Mark Willman 1:07.83
2nd Paul Borden 1:08.99
51h Mike McGuire 1:12.34
1,000 meter
Sth Ed Harkins 2:44.72

Region IV
1.
2.
3.
4.

“We’ve always had representation in
the nationals and have been in the top
10 in the NJCAA,” said Zamsky. “In
the past women have placed fourth and
men sixth in the nation.”
Jerry Petit, the present diving coach,
is a former All-American from DuPage.
Randy Webster, the new swim team
coach this season, replaced Zamsky,
who held the position since 1969.
Webster arrived at CD with credentials
as assistant coach at Illinois Benedic
tine College in Lisle and experience in
swimming and water polo programs,
working with the 1984 Olympic team at
Southern Illinois University.
As for the future of the program,
Zamsky states "Much will be based on
input we have received from our
student body and alumni. That’s the
kind of program it is. We have classes
to fit every need. You just have to
look.”
Mile run
3rd Jim Shavers 4.29.8
4th Jeff Brandt 4.33.6
5th Jacob Hoesly 4.33.8

Woman's team points Fab. 16

By VICTOR SAWKO
CD stole three trophies at the Intercollegiate Racquetball regionals at Levee
Court Club, West LaFayette, Indiana, Feb. 15-17.
The tournament drew players from 21 universities representing Illinois, Indiana,

The team’s home over the years
varied from such places as B.R. Ryall
YMCA in Glen Ellyn, to Naperville
YMCA at Carol Stream Park District,
as well as other places.
“OUR MOTTO was, ‘If you don t
flush it, we’ll rent it,’ ” Zamsky
recalled. “Water was not that easy to
come by.”
Full-time students who wish to join
the team may begin workouts during
the intramural season, which runs
through September and October.
“Seventy percent of the feeder high
schools have no swimming program,1
stated Zamsky.
The competitive season begins in late
October and includes one meet per week
and many two-day, Friday and
Saturday meets.
This year’s national meet in Miami,
Florida will be held the week of March
13.
“CD — Home of State Swimming
and Diving Champions” proclaims the
sign over the pool office.
The Chaparral women have won the
title since women’s swimming formal
ized enough to have a state meet in
1980. The men held the trophy from
1973 through 1981 and 1983.

193
127
117
46
12
10
6
2
o
Q

243
159
54
12
4
1
0

800 meter
Dave Docherty 2:04.98

5th John Gillett 2:07.17
6th Jeff Brandt 2:07.41
2- mile
1st Jacob Hoesley 9:34.9
3rd Jim Shavers 9:52.8
Sth Rob Maculan 10:13.5
3- mlle
2nd Darren Vonman 15:21.69
4th Tom Buchanon 15:26.81
5th Jay Jackson 15:30.59
6th Steve Hargrave 15:37.58
55 meter high hurdles
2nd Tony Wilson 789
Sth Dan Barbosa 8.24
6th Mark Willman 8.34
55 meter dash
4th Dan Barbosa
2-mlle relay
CD 8:09.4, 2nd place
shot put
2nd Scott Scabowski 43 feet 6V> inches
3rd Tom Hurlburt 43 feet 4 Vr inches
6th Chris Tuchia 37 feet 7inches
Long Jump
1st Tracy Robinson 23 feet 6Vt inches
2nd Bryant Noel 23 feet 1 k? inches
Sth Mike McGuire 20 foot 2 ’A Inches
Paul vault
1st Dan Barbosa 14 feet
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Icemen travel to ‘Bama
By JIM FROHNAPFEL
The Chaps hockey team, ranked two nationally in the NJCAA poll, will play the
University of Alabama at Huntsville tonight and Saturday, Feb. 23.
In action at Lake Forest Feb. 15 and 16 the squad split two games, boosting its
record to 15-4.
A dramatic 4-3 victory came Friday night when Jeff Schettek completed a
passing play by blasting a high, hard slapshot past the goaltender with 1:34
remaining in overtime.
^
N
JIM ALLEN OPENED scoring with a shorthanded goal. In period two Harry
Kohl and Allen scored on powerplay efforts to move the Chap’s ahead 3-1.
It took Schettek’s goal, however, to end the game on a positive note.
CD dominated play by taking 39 shots compared to Lake Forest’s 19.
In Saturday’s contest Marty Miller tied the score at one, then Pat Fails’ goal
early in period two gave the Chap’s a 2-1 advantage.
Next, a rare penalty call — a five minute major for high sticking — provided
Lake Forest the chance to climb ahead.
Although CD’s penalty-killing units have done well the past few games, their
forechecking in this instance was not strong enough.
Four powerplay goals against CD could not be overlooked.
Bill Bezanson’s third period tally finished the scoring, with T.aba Forest
prevailing 7-3.
In the NJCAA rankings this week, goalie Mike Barrett is ranked third in the
nation, while Kohl is presently tied for sixth in scoring, with 57 total points.
With only four games remaining before CD hosts the nationals, the skater’s
chances for the number spot seem excellent.
COURIER photo by John Churinoff

Chaps take third N4C title
By DAVID TULEY
The CD men’s basketball team
claimed their third straight N4C title
Tuesday night by defeating Harper
62-50.

He finished the game with seven.
STEVE TOMLINSON PACED Har
per with 11. John Mosack and Rodney
McCullum added 10 apiece for the
Hawks.

For most of the contest Harper
stayed close to the Chaps and with two
minutes remaining in the game CD led
by the narrow margin of 54-50.

Will Roundtree once again led the
Chaps as he racked up 20 points despite
splitting time with Woodrow Eiland.

THE CHAPS THEN played their
best defense of the season as they held
the Hawks scoreless the rest of the
way.
DuPage’s full court pressure caused
numerous turnovers and forced the
Hawks to take some bad shots.
Once the Chaps stole the ball they
would score on easy layups or go to the
charity stripe as Harper fouled in
desperation hoping the Chaps would
miss their free throws.
With 16 minutes left in the game CD
looked to be in control as they were
possessors of a 39-26 advantage.

CD SKATERS KEPT pressure on Lake Forest goalie during two-game
split Feb. 15 and 16.

Game remains for lady Chaps

The pair made a terrific combination
as they continually rejected shots and
snared rebounds on both ends of the
court.
EILAND CONTRIBUTED 11 to the
winning cause.
Roundtree goes into the final regular
season game as the team’s leading
scorer averaging 15.8 points a game.
Jeff Carter trails Roundtree by 16
points.
CD FACES THE Thornton Bulldogs
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in an away game.
The “road to Kansas” begins next
Tuesday evening at the Waubonsee
sectional.
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SHIRLEY GOOD ATTEMPTS basket as teammates and opposition look on.
FOR THE NEXT six minutes the
Chaps didn’t score while Harper
stormed back with 11 unanswered
points going into the final quarter of
the showdown.
CD led at the half 31-25.
In the previous meeting between
these two squads CD was also in front
at intermission before losing 92-78.
IN THAT CONTEST, Rick Elkins
scored 29 points to lead all scorers.
In Tuesday night’s confrontation
Elkins was held without a bucket until
the final two seconds of the first half.

In a game played Feb. 16 at CD, the
Chaps were victors over Moraine Valley
65-48.
THE GAME WAS a see-saw battle
most of the first half as the score
changed hands 16 times. With six and a
half minutes left the Chaps took the
lead for good on an Eiland free throw
and stretched their lead to 30-25 at
halftime.
Carter led DuPage with 12 and
Roundtree was second for the Chaps
with 11.
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GUARD TOM MELVIN, looks for opening in Chaps 62-50 victory over Har¬
per Feb. 19.

By R. KELLEY LAUGHLIN JR.
With one game left in the regular season to be played at Thornton on Saturday
night, the women’s basketball team remains in third place.
The Feb. 16- game against the undefeated Moraine Valley team was an
action-packed adventure in unsportsmanlike conduct, with the Moraine Valley girls
becoming more belligerent as the game wore on.
During warmups before the game, Moraine girls looked good and it seemed as
though the Chaps would have their hands full just trying to keep up, but when the
game began the Chaps walked all over their opponents.
A FIGHT ALMOST broke out during the first half when Moraine’s Andrea
Eugenides slapped Anita Turlecky across the face, but the Chaps controlled their
tempers and played an honest game even though they became the brunt of
aggression doled out by their competitors.
Karen Andrews and Shirley Good each scored 10 points during the first half to
place the Chaps in the lead at halftime 27-25.
The CD girls confidently clowned around while shooting practice baskets during
halftime and when play resumed they bounced onto the court scoring eight points
within the first two and a half minutes of play.
About 10 minutes into the second half Moraine Valley began to change their
strategy and seemed to be thinking that if they couldn’t beat the Chaps by skill
they would defeat them by brute force and started an all out war against our girls.
DURING THE LAST minute of the game Moraine Valley drew several
penalties, giving the Chaps a series of free throws that culminated in a Chaparral
victory 67-56. Andrews, high scorer for the game, accumulated a total of 20 points.
However, the girls didn’t fare as well against the Harper Hawks during their last
home game of the season Tuesday night.
Harper played a very good offensive game and demonstrated their ability to
pass the ball against the Chaps, who were unable to stop the Hawks even after a
thorough talking-to by Coach Cammie Loudenbeck.
CD PLAYERS COMPLAINED several times about the officials inability to call
traveling penalties against Harper as almost every time the Hawks’ Diana Wegner
obtained the ball she decided to walk.
At the half the Chaps found themselves trailing behind by 14 points, unable to
regain lost ground.
The second half started with a personal foul against Turlecky, who sank one of
her two free throws, but the girls seemed unable to stop Jenny Kowalik and Lori
Richie who stored 20 and 23 points, respectively.
Nikki Dallas was the highlight of the game for the Chaps scoring a total of 16
points and treating the small crowd of supporters to the sight of several
well-played layups, but even still the girls fell before their opponents with a final
score of 58-70.
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Swimmers, trackers victorious
Women
sweep
first place
By GREG HUBER
Chap
women swimmers and divers placed
first in every event at the NJCAA state
championships, except for one lost first
place in the one-meter dive.
The women’s dive team also made
CD history in that it is the first time
three women have qualified for
nationals in the same year.
Patrice Zeitlow was named Most
Valuable Swimmer for the meet, in
which she placed first in the 200-yard
backstroke, the 400-yard individual
medley and the 100-yard butterfly.
Sue Krenek was named second Most
Valuable Swimmer, winning firsts in
the 200-yard individual medley, the
100-yard backstroke, the 100-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard butterfly.
Lisa Hausknecht took the honors in
the 50-yard freestyle and the 200-yard
freestyle.
Kelly Cronin was victorious with first
place in the 500-yard freestyle, and
second place wins in both the 100-yard
butterfly and 100-yard freestyle.
Stacy Boyer won first in the 100-yard
backstroke and second in the 50-yard
freestyle.
Zietlow, Cronin, Hausknecht, and
Krenek qualified for nationals and won
firsts in the 400-yard medley, the
400-yard freestyle medley and the
800-yard freestyle medley.
In diving competition, Marie Bungie
took first in the three-meter dive and
second in the one-meter dive.
Lisa Green placed second in the
three-meter dive, third in the one-meter
dive.
Kathy Faivre is also qualified for
nationals in the one- and three-meter
dives.
"Two and a half weeks of solid
practice remain before the Miami
nationals,’- said coach Jerry Petit.
"Right now we're trying to take care of
the fine points."

Men
second
in state
The men’s swim team placed second in the Region IV/state meet in Lincoln,
Illinois during the Feb. 16 meet which
included 14 personal 1)6818 for the team.
Diver Paul Stabrowski, winner of
both the one and three meter dives, is
ranked number one in the nation
pointwise, according to the latest
NJCAA polls. Next month in the
nationals at Miami will tell for sure.
Mike Erman, who converted from
gymnastics to swimming earlier this
year, also did well, placing second in
the one-meter dive, third in the
three-meter dive.
Swimmers Gary Urban, Matt Mc¬
Guire, Scott DeAvilla and Kurt Siebert
took second in the 400-yard free style
medley, the 400-yard medley relay and
the 800-yard freestyle medley.
Nationals qualifier Urban also placed
second in both the 100-yard and
200-yard backstroke.
DeAvilla is also qualified for
nationals and took second in both the
50-yard and 100-yard freestyle.
DeAvilla and Urban are possible
candidates for All-American honors.
Siebert splashed to second in the
200-yard freestyle.
Dave Monastario took third in three
events, the 100-yard and 200-yard
butterfly events, and in the 400-yard
individual medley. Monastario just
missed qualifying for nationals in the
100-yard butterfly.
Scott Hawkes, another first year
swimmer, placed third in the 100-yard
and 200-yard breaststroke.
McGuire, who qualified for nationals
and placed third in the 50-yard
freestyle, tied for third in the 100-yard
freestyle with Rob Flatter. The tie was
clocked within 1/100th of a second.
Chris Dugan just missed nationals
qualifications, although he scored three
personal bests in the meet.
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REIGNING HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP Andre Gordon (kneeling) flanked by
teammates Ken Whipple (I) and Bill Gagne (r) will represent CD at NJCAA
wrestling championships Feb. 28 to March 2.
DuPage grapplers came in fourth at the Region IV NJCAA wrestling
tournament at Waubonsee Feb. 16 behind Triton in first place, followed by
Lincoln and Harper, second and third respectively.
Three men qualified for nationals from the nine man squad.
Andre Gordon, at 300 pounds, is confident in his bid to win the heavyweight
title for the second straight year.
Freshmen Bill Gagne at 126 pounds, and Ken Whipple at 118 pounds will
also vie for honors at the NJCAA nationals tournament hosted by CD Feb. 28
thru March 2.
Matches for the three day meet are scheduled for noon to 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. daily in the PE-CRC.
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Paced by three first place perform¬
ances in field events, CD’s trackmen
swept their fourth straight state title at
the Illinois Junior College Champion¬
ship on Feb. 15.
The Chaps were sparked by strong
showing from Aurora’s Dan Barbosa,
who placed first in the pole vault,
scoring 14 feet even; Tracy Robinson
from Proviso West who captured the
long jump crown with a 23 foot, 6%
inch leap; and Tom Stitt of Lisle, who
took the high jump trophy by bounding
6 feet, 10 inches.
On the track, the Chaps were spurred
by Mark Willman’s first-place time in
the 500-meter run with a clocking of
1:07.88. Jacob Hoesly from Addison
Trail snatched another first in the
two-mile run with a snappy time of
9:34.9.
The women trackers also took
honors, powered by Lisa Simmons of
Westmont, who recorded a first-place
time in the 400-meter dash of 1:04.34
and a 9.99 finish in the 55-meter low
hurdles.
FOR
COMPLETE
RESULTS,
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 14.
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